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Holland City News.
VOL. XV.— NO.

27.

HOLLAND,

HOLLAND CITY HEWS.

Law

in Relation to Newspapers*
notice

Rogers, Editor and Publisher.

\N. H.

—

.

...... ^iaipUonV.'*vltu ",ou,ug10 con"

,K2.L".?^,cr,lbe.r' Ofd« the diacontlnnance
of
of Subscription
*“®|r perlodicaie,the pnblliherB may continue to
* 10
91.50 per year if paid in advance; $1.75 if aeud them until all arrears are
y entJecribersneflect or refuse to take their
paid at three months, and $2.00 if
5ir«pfd«rta!h?0mthi? ?Fce t0 whlch they bad been
paid at six months.
nS ^re held reaponalbie till they had
am tied their bill and orderedthe paper diicontin-

Terms

paid

4. If Bubicribers move to other places without

th™«

DlrK,orr' 00t

C'lT

periodlca|CB°fromhthIe
fflClded that refoilng to take

Last Tuesday was emancipation day
and the colored population of Ottawa
Beach came to the city to celebrate.As

time of trains Is that No. 0, the midnight

on Sunday night will be run so

Chicago a
morning.
to reach

MONEY

TO LOAN.

little earlier

as

L-S‘

/The

PBOVIX,

lusurance. Real Estate and Loan Agent.
0fliCC GRAND ‘raPI

DS^inCH.1'HMe1'

business girrftorij.
CoaainlM Eerihut.

DEAGH, W. H.

CommiBstonMerchant, and

markef^ric? ?I?iDVFl0Dlaild Prodace- Hicheet
market price paid for wheat, ufflee in Brick

me

Secretary, and Treasurer,

-

-

of their day’s pleasure with feelings

at not being able to

regret

•f

NO. 728.

camp

^nger. The

retniia

grounds present the

pesrsneeof a “tented grove” and every
allablespice is filled. The cottages are
11

,

occupied, some of them by two and
families. The coming of the boat!

f.hree

is the signal for a

oo*

general “walk around”

and to welcome
Last Saturday, the General PassengeA Woods wbo are expected. At these times
Agent of the Chicago and West Mich. R’y,] lhe P«*8 have the appearanceof cities of

Monday W.

----

t0 Bee the

arrivals

—

A. Givett, came
sent 1 D0 8ma11 Proportions. The weather the
--- to
— —this city and oeu
Harrington for a meet- past week has been delightful, and

a request to Capt.

Io sums to suit OQ productive Real Estate.

,

WHOLE

sist

-

train,

.

7, 1886.

of the President, Vice President,
and Meiers P.
Ksne, A. Van Dnren, R. A. Ranters, W.
the "colored population”consists of but
H. Rogers and J. C. Post. The work of
one man the celebration was somewhat
raising money for a boat house will be
limited in its character.
immediately commenced and it is hoped
The Chicago and West* Mich. R’y will that all who take in interest in the Club
•gain issue a new time card next Sunday will "get to the front” and help matter
along.
morning. The only change In running

pnb-

M^^||_»d?erU»lpy
bUls collecuble Qaarterly

SATURDAY, AUGUST

MICH.,

hn

ing for the purpose of settling the

been greatly enjoyed by those so fortunate

diffi-

Saloonkeepersof Holland picnicculty known
on Sunday. The Daisy

as the steamboat war. The as to be sloppingthere. Fishing baa not
meeting was had and on the railway been as good as it might be, but now the
was chartered for the occasion.-Dwpfoi
company agreeing to accept the terms of ^ Perch are coming In” and will afford
LOCAL ITEMS.
liecord." As there were between twenty
settlement offered by the Macatawa Park ’real amusement to all who love to catch
and thirty people in that party the liecord
Associationand Capt. Harrington aome hem. The settlementof the so-called
•We have been remarkably free from
man must have a good opinion of the
fires for some time now.
three weeks ago, the difficultywas amiteamboat War” affords considerable
people of this city.
ably adjusted. The terms of settlement
Mac lion to all stopping at Macataw*
Tub cruel "steamboat war” is over and
p to the public generally. The only
Thursday morning nearly eyery citizen are that the railway company will sell
everything is running smoothly again.
tickets
for
Macatawa
Park
by
way
of
the
aclldenta
occurring this week were the
was commenting on the fact that our

ed at Baldhead

Mrs. H A. Northcp, of Decatur, Mich, street lamps were not lit on the previous steamer Macatawa, which is to run direct
from the city to the Park, and Capt. Haris visiting her sen. Conductor C. F. North- evening. As the night was exceedingly
Bran a:d Medieicei.
rington
t^qremoveall obstructionsla Jhe
up of this city.
dark it was a great annoyance to many
TNOESBUitG. J. O. Dealer in Drugs and MediFixterWocV
ToThe city. The Queen of
1J cinea,Painta and Oils, Brnahea. Ac Phr.
who were on the street. "Where was
B.ciana preacriptlonacarefnllypnt up. Eighth St.
Mr. A. N. Lane, dealer in pine slabs at Noble when the lights were out.”
the Lakes Is to run to Scott’s Grove and
store,corner Eighth and Fish etreete.

cadslziog of a sailboat

which resulted

in

nobeater disasterthan the wetting of the
a rumor wa* com-

_

occgrpanta, although

—

utcu uiuTTunu ; ana

thd accident which befell the little ten-

of

. The railway company y eir-old daughter of Mri. McCaller,
. 'ft.
way
Interfere
with
passengers.
Pin
Paw,
who
la
spending
the
summer
V an den Berge a Family Mediclnea. River Street.
county, called at this office last Tuesday The people of this city, and the public with her mothpr
jth her mother, Mrs. Behring, of I#
Among our new advertisementsis one and exhibited No. J of the first series of
generally who are interested in Macatawa langor,and who occupies the Boone cotof Walsh De Roo & Co., of the Standard
one dollar greenbacksissued by the U. S. Resorts, were greatly relieved when peace
• ---- ----- - ------ -- -usu ^ucci# lfie’ The little girl fell from the walk,
Roller Mills. Read it.
government.
Mr. Slocum'' came into the was declared and tbis week has been ary Pa83iDK lbe cottage, to the ground and
raraitnn.
--- —
The Chicago and West Mich. R’y are possession of the bill while a soldier, and uneventful one in the history.’ofthe pay? dislocated
uiBiuLaicu her
uer shoulder.
suouider. Medical at»
atit was given him for his services as such. eager business on Macatawa
‘
teution
was
aiven
teution was given bv
by Dr. Hatfield who i.
is
now
running
trains through to Chicago
Carpet*, (.ofllng, Picture Frames,etc.; River SL
He fortunately noticed the number and
with their own employes.
stopping there. No large excursions haveOdJ^^
An Artesian WeU Discovered.
3e:erx Seileri.
has preserved it ever since.
been
__
C\.
been there
there since
since Uat
last Sunday, when nine
Messrs H. Boone and A. C. Van Raalte
Last week Friday afternoon consider- coaches of people from Grand Rapids end
The temperance talks by Dr. Henry A.
(W
u‘i^UDU8\Yrocerie8- Crockery.Hatu and returned from a businesstrip to Kankataps. Flour. Provlilop,., etc. River street.
able
excitement was created in certain three from Allegan came and spent the
Reynolds in Lyceum Hall last Wednesday
kee, 111., last Wednesdayevening.
day. The ferry boats are doing a good
Boteli,
aud Thursday eveningswas listened to by circles in the city over the fact that a
business
and the Bay presents a lively apIt is said that the way to be happy is to fair audiences. The doctor has improved flowing or artesian well had been disbe contented with what you have. Sup- as a speaker since his last visit here and covered near the Pump House. It appears pearance with their flags and banners typose you have-nothing, what then.
we have no doubt but what if he re- the Board of Water Commissioners of the ing, and with the noise of their varioua
etate. rree bus in connection with the hotel.
whistles. Macatawa is surely “boomlng,*
maiued here a few nights longer he could city have been making expenditures to the
DiREcrou of the Poor, Geo. H. Sipp,
as it never "boomed” before and all interamount
of
$25
weekly
in
experimenting
T3UCENIX HOTEL. Jai. Ryder, proprietor
have aroused the old time eothusiasm in
toot an indigent woman to the Poor
ested are happy.
n,ear tbe CAt. R-y depot, has
good facilities for the traveling mbllc, and it#
temperance work. From here he went to increase the supply of water, and for
House at Eastmanyillelast Thursday.
this purpose engaged R. Kantera & Sons
Grand Haven.
Muskegon, made a business visit to

this

to

place last Saturday.

Mr. E. Slocum, of Manlius, Allegan

Ottawa Beach

Is to in no

afro

--

-

Bav.

’

f

*

r"e

The Macatawa

Livery and Sale Stable;

Ninth street, near Market.

KKuhctarfu,llllli,

Shsps, xtc.

VAm.if"bL£’ i'JAl"

5

.lFL?Vm

C0r-

•»'>'

J)ER VE.N, J. ll.^MMuhcareMb. be.t
Cj?nt

them. For

sale

by all

Ailed. Smoke
dealers.
o-ly.

Phriidui.

flee

meet at
on next Monday

hours from 11

a.

m. to 12 m.,BDd from 5 to 6 p.m

D-

Physician and Surgeon . Office
at residence on the corner of River and
Lleventhstreets, formerly occupied by the late Dr

STATES,

A

\f

fY4MnPhy4ician acd S^fieon. office
^ 8 DraK Slore- H^idence, Ninth
Fish^tr^66 d°0r8 *Mt °f coriler of Stotti and
&

Watcbti

ud

Javelry.

^ e notice from our exchanges that

do

one

who

is

more entitled to the honor

in

and obtained

a

few facts in regard to

it.

the district than he is and hope that if The work was continuedfor six and oneJohn G. Bird and daughter, Mrs. nominated he will be elected by an ap- half days during which time a three inch
, Todd’ of Rochelle, HI., mother and preciativepublic.
pipe has been put down seventy-five feet,
sister of Mr. Fillmore Bird of this city
the first eighteen feet was common sand
Frank Stevens and Charles Rost, two
are visiting here.
then four feet of clay was gone through
of the model young men of Chicago,ire
when gravel to the depth of six inches
The vacant store on Eighth Street,next at present stopping in this city visiting
was reached, the balance of the soil, to
to the house of Mr. G. Wakker, is being friends and acquaintances. The same
the depth of sixty feet, was boulder clay
repaired and greatly Improved by the boat which conveyed them across Lake
when the Marshall sandatone was found
owner, Mr. R. Kanters.
Michigan also brought several barrels
and after boring through fourteen feet of
from the Chicago river which they are enA heavy and refreshing rain shower
rock a twelve inch vein of water was
deavoringto palm off on the young men
blessed this section last Thursday morning
struck. The water raises in the pipe fully
here as a very healthful mineral beverage.
reviving all vegetation and especially the
six feet above the water in the well and
They have not, as yet, met with much
growing corn and potatoes.
flows in abundance. A three gallon pail
success and we vouch to say that thev
was filled in twenty seconds which would

Mrs

is

strange but true that there has aot

been a summer season in years where so
little electricity in the shape of lightning

will

not.

/Those

present at the celebration of

J

fifty-fourthanniversary of the birth of

9a

12,

June 16, July

De0c'27

o

St.

John.s day# ^une

o'.

24, and

D. L. Boyd, W. M.

0. Brsymas, Sec y,

„
_

Knights of Labor.

the

"*

visited Douglas and beat the club of that

Hibmony Lock Box.
Holland, Mich,

--

Produce, Etc.
(WHOLKSALE.)

Wc;

members of

the society, judges, supe/

intendenta, and assistants,may expect a

copy

to be sent to

them during

the

coming

week, and for the rest it is intendedto

two thousandcopies in a gen-

scatter the

eral and judicious

manner throughouttho

entire territory. To the professional and
business men of this

community credit is
due for their liberal patronage of tho
pages of the List as an advertising
medium, which will answer the double
purpose of making

it

a

and a

to the society

:

source of revenue
financial profit to

themselves.

The contract of building and furnLhing
material for the Pomological Hall, one of
the

new buildingsto be erected on

the

Fair grounds this fall, has been awarded to

S. Holkeboer of this city htf being the
and to be entirely devoted to fruit and
flowers.It is
September.
One

is to

be 24x00;

to be finished by the 20th

of the additional attractionsof

Fair for this year will
Tent in which

it

be the

of

the

Pioneer’*-

is intended to exhibit elk

J

The Chicago and' West Mich. R’y
Company

as

considered as a very valuable one and the

have

Sons,

who

have performed the work, deserve consid-

making

and especiallysuch

articles as

territory

of

this

society. This tent will bo under the

selves in the matter, are to be congratu-

&

of their age

the settlementof the

interested them-

lated. Messrs. K. Kanters

have become rare or valuable on account
have been In use during Pioneer days of

Board of Water Commissioners and the
city officials, who

auch articles,books or manuscripts a*

charge of

Mr. T.

early settlers

Keppel, one of the

of this

section, and

to him any article of special interest
as above indicatedmay bo sent. We

extensive improve- erable credit for the efficientmanner in
hill just north which it was done, and If any of our citiPlayed six innings. '
doubt not but what tbis will be a very
of the depot is being leveled and a "Y” is zens or any of the farmers in this section
interesting feature of the Fair and under
Midsummer is now upon us, and soon being put in from the main track to the desire deep wells, and possibly artesian the managementof Mr. Keppel we miy
*>11 the big pumpkins be here also. track leading to Grand Haven and Mus- wells, they can do no better than by ad- rest assured that every thing placed In hia
Time moves slowly along, like a white- kegon. This "Y” will greatly facilitate dressing Mr. L. T. Kanters who will glad- charge will be taken proper care of and
wash brush in the hands of a colored man the making up of trains, and saves consid- ly furnish all information necessary and returned after the exhibition.
erable time In getting coaches to the dock will see that the work is properly perwolfing by the day.
place by a score of 54 to 4 tallies and only

-

©ttr gtarkets.

ne^v Wc20’ Honejf’ 15c; °Dl0De»

some of Holland’s hopefuls

of

those in any way connectedwith the Fair,

barrels of the purest water. This flow
barrels of lbe pure8t waler* Thl8 flo*

Ex-

J1®®®? excursion to Macatawa Resorts this praises of the repast preparedfor them by
evening. The boat will leave her dock at Mrs. Harrington. Mr. H. was the re8 o clock p. m. F are, 25 cents round trip.
cipient of an excellent silver tobacco set,
the gift of a few of his admirers.
Last week Friday afternoon a ball club
composed

munlcatlonsshould be addressed to

The Premium Lists of the Agricultural
Society are ready for distribution.All

lowest bidder. The building

V

Aug. 11, Sept. 8, Uct. 13

14,

*

give a daily flow of over three hundred

tbroufil1 a lhree incl1 Pip® 1* considered by
Mayor E.
J.
Harrington,
held
at
hia
prove
E. J. Harrington, held at his grove exPerlenced people as being evidence
Tde next social of the M. E. Church' on the bank of Macatawa Bay on last that there D plenty of water there and
^orieticjs.
Will be held at the residenceof Mr. N. week Friday, report having had an excel- leads to the belief that the same result
Knutson on Wednesday evening, August ''(enUlme^ There were a number of the may be obtained in nearly any part of the
F. & A. M.
front lam on
_
vA ,WaL Communicationof Unity Lodge, 11. All are cordially invited to be present. gentleman’s friends present from this city. There is some talk now of putting
M«,WL be,he,ld at Ma8°ntc Hall
city, Grand Rapids, and Big Rapids, and down a six inch pipe but has not been
Holland. Mich., at < o’clock, on WednesHsr
The
steamer,
Queen
of
the
Lakes,
will
evenings, Jan 20, Feb. 17, March 17, April
one and all are enthusiasticin their fully determined upon. The "find” is

accompanied the thunder showers.

May

RnmU,*

the

Don. C. Henderson editor of the Allegan Machinery and ore fully prepared to do
evening. A full attendance is requested.
Journal and Tribune, is talked of and is deep well boring. On Saturday in comOur merchant’s attention Is called to likely to be the choice of the Republicans pany with Mr. L. T. Kanters, who has
of the Tenth Senatorial District as candi- charge of the work, we visitedthi8"lucky
the fact that we have some advertising
date for State Senator. We know of no find,” which is located in the present well,
space left which we are anxious to dis-

It

coS

work. Messrs. Kanters & Sons
have expensive Hydraulic Well Boring
to

Boat Club will

pose of.

yAN
thnm

^ 'T

Fair Notes.

!

the office of H. D. Post

L*

Dr.

•

Lire:; r.d Stli Statlei.

ViBBELLNK.J. U.,

,'JUo^

__

Potatoes

-

ments at

are

this

station. The

for the boats as It does

away with a lot of formed.

BITAIL.

sSJS'r'va

LASTWednesday night burglars effected switching. Carpenters are also engaged
Apples. 40, 50c; Beans, $1.55; Batter, 14c; Eggs
The Summer Beiorti.
n entrance into the meat market of De In building a fourteen foot awning ex13c; Honey, 18c; Onions, 60c; Potatoes, new 60c
offering very liberal premiums, and such
£raker & De Koster on River street, and tending entirely around the depot, and
Grein, Peed, Etc.
Macatawa Park an^ neighboringresorts as compare very favorably with those
captured about ten pounds of smoked it gives the building,even in its incom- still attract a large number of people daily. a?e.r tbe ®r,nd Rapids and eVfen the
(WHOLESALE.)
State Fair. The premiums are offered
(Corrected everu Fridav bn TF. ff X*ach.)
meats and forty cents in cash.
plete condition,a more solid and sub- Every boat which leaves the city carriesa
ery judiciously having as an object the
Buckwheat, 40c; Bran, « 100 lbs.. 70c; Barley
stantial
r
load of passengers, many of whom remain calling out of a large, choice, and varied
S cwi.tl. 10, Clover seed, a) bn.$6.00; Corn Meal
Ex-Mayor
Drake,
of
St.
Thomas,
>cwt.
LOSc; Corn, shelled, new 45; Flour,
for from one to three weeks. Every room display of green fruiU. I bis department
4 ‘20: PirtA Pnm Vf oal 13 AA Ika Af aa .
.
m
$4.20;
Fia® Corn Meal, f) 100 lbs., $1.40; Feed.
W anada, visited this city and our- summer
will be of nnusual Interest nod will tend
At
a meeting of the Macatawa ijoar
the three hotels ia filled and guests are
*JP° ®8-« LWW; flay, $8.00,
greatly to increase the gate money.
resorts this week. ' Mr. Drake is highly Club held last week Friday evening in the
My turned away from each because of
pleased with Holland and Macatawa and
This year a new department has been
office of Mr. J. C. Post the constitution
£m0nt%£e?d’ Wheat. White, new! 68ci thinks some of locating here.
• of accommodations.Parties from
ne^68c, old 70c; Lancaster
added to the premium list known aa the
of the Club was adopted and the followRed, new, .Oc, old 72c. Corn, ear, 40c.
place, the neighboringTillages, Department of Women’s Work. What ia
log officers elected: President, C. L.
H1TAIL.* ^
from
Grand Rapids, are continually now embraced in this departmentwas last
Last Saturday Mr. T. 8. Purdy preBnckwheaLfiOc; Bran, 9 100 the.,75o; Barley. 9
Waring; Vice President, G. J. Dlekema
- there for a day’* “outing” on the year but a few classet of the miscellaneous
100 JbB.. *1.25: flhw*» aAoil aa *.
Olover'^iV^:$7.^?o5 sented us with some splendid apples of Secretary,Prof.G. P. Hummer; Teasurer,
department. It has been placed under the
Mea
of Lake Michigan, and for a romp
the Duchess of Oldenburgvariety. The
m ansgement and conirol.las to the offerL25: #
Jacob G. Van Putten; Captain, F. G.
the thickly wooded sand bills, aud ing
and appointment
— of
-- premiums buu
nuuuimuiuui of
01
largest one weighed twelve ounces and
Churchill; • Commander, D. Gilmore;
--- “
igh the pleasant valleys and beautl- judges, etc., of. several ladies, and in
measured twelve and one-halfinches in
Lieutenant, W. A. flolly; Ensign, G. A.’
charge of Mrs. G. H. Sipp, of this city,
il groves. These kind of visitorsare on
-

appearance.

1

vw .

g,dl

;

™

rjUdV“-

circumference.

Kanters;and

a

Board

of

Managers to con

le

Increaseand they usually leave the

’

l.-

the efficient assistant supertotendentof
last year.

m

folltnttl

$<S

was exhibited at DaUas from a well-known * out of one of them refusing to discharge a
ex- Confederateofficer, who says that he foreman who was objectionable to the
only awaite the moral backing of Governor . Lasters’ Union. . .The Grape Creek (HliIroland before taking the field with nois) Coal Company, which claims to have
» force which he Relieves can
one hundred colored miners at work, has
a few days be swelled to 10,000. decided not to employ any of the white
A dispatch from Corpus Christi states that strikers. Machinery is* being placed in one

$m,

HOLLAND CITY. MIOHIG.lN.

preliminary steps have been taken there to of the mines.
organize companies for active service in
avengingthe murder of American citizens

THE NEWS CONDENSED,

THE BAH WAYS.

Mexico. The DemocraticCongressional
Conventionat San Antonio passed resoluA dispatch received in New York says
tions calling on the President to demand of
EAST.
that Chauncey M. Depow has negotiated
Mexico the releaseof Cutting and the punPeteb A. Rattigan, editor of The ishment of the murders of Arresures, and through J. S. Morgan A Co., of London, a
loan of $25,000,000 for the Lake Shore
Herald, at Millorstown, PennB.ylvauia,was full satisfactionand indemnityto be paid
Road, with a view of adjusting the Nickelhis family. __
horeewhippodby a dozen members of the
Plate affairs.
Woman's Christian Temperance Union
• The Illinois Central has a good many
in

THE

_

vhom he had

___

WASHINGTON.

treated in an objectionable

newspaper.
The Secretary of State at Washington
On Jane 28 a mail pouch destined for has received a report from United States
St. Louis, containing$20,000 in money, Consul Lynn in regaid to the case of Fran
and bonds, checks, and other papers, cisco Rasures. the naturalizedAmerican
valued at $60,000, was stolen between New citizen who was surrendered to the police
York and Pittsburgh.Postal clerks, who authoritiesat Piedras Negros, Mexico, as a
horse-thief, and summarily executedby
have since left the service, are suspected.
tray in hie

yacht Sarah Craig, which left At-

An

CONGRESSIONAL.

El Paso (Texas) dispatch states that

“a mass meeting of 1,000 people adopted
resolutions indorsing the action of Gov-

ernor Ireland and denouncingMexico.
Great excitement prevails. The secret
trial of Cutting has been concluded,but
instead of being sentenced he was informed

that

a

public trial would be held
and that Medina would trans-

later,

late Ihe laws of Texas regarding libel
and slander for use in the trial. Americans
are insulted and abused daily by the Mexicans, even going so far as to beat a horse
which a small Americau boy was driving,
causing him to run away.” An Austin speirons in the fire at present and is gradually cial states that Gov. Ireland “has directed
the AdjutantGeneral to order Capt. Jones’
developing into one of the most enterpriscompany of rangers,now in Uvalde Couning roads in the West. Aside from its ty, to proceed at once to Eoglo Pass. The
scheme to build au independent line be- Governor continues to receive applitween Chicago and Freeport, with the ulti- cations both by wire and mail to
mate object of securing au independent raise troops. Gen. Henry E. McCulloch,
Hue to St. Paul, it is now considering the an old Indian fighter and General in

independentline the Confederate army, has offered his serLouis. At present it uses the Vanda- vices. Col. Smith, of Cleburne, offers a
brigade of ten regiments.”____ An Eagle
lia from Effingham, but this does not give
the road the chance to compete against the Pass dispatch says that by order of Gov.
other St. Louis roads ns effectively as if it Ireland, County Judge Hoffstetter,Sheriff
had its own lino to St. Louis. It* is prob- Oglesby, and Deputy Sheriff Diaz have
been arrested,charged with being concernsentenced to two years’ imprisonment. able that the new extensionwill be made
ed in the illegal capture and deliver}’ of
from
Springfield,
111.
It
has
also
entered
Cutting b an American citizen who, up to
Francisco ^ Arresures to the police of
the time of his arrest, published a paper into a close traffic arrangementwith the St.
Piedras Negras. They were released ou
called El Centinela in the Spanish lan- Louis, Arkansas and Texas (Texas and St.
$1,000 bail each.
guage at Paso del Norte, Mexico. Iu that Louis), aud by the time the gauge of the
The bondsmeu of Almon B. Thompsou,
paper ho mode an attack upon a Mexican latter is widened the Central will have tapnamed Emiglio Medina, who was about to ped the Texas line at some strategic point the defaulting cashier of St. Louis, paid
establisha rival sheet in the same town. and thus secured the most direct route to
$50,000 to the receiver to compromise all
Medina had him arrested and taken before Texas.
claims,
with the consent of the court, aud
a Mexican court, where he was forced to reThe Canadian Pacific Railroad has were given
the bogus collateralconlaiuiug
tract the slander or libel, or whatever it memorializedthe Euglish Government askthe
evidence
of his guilt ____ Medals prewas, and then set at liberty. It seems that
almost immediately be recrossed the Rio ing for a subsidy of the proposed line of sented to Indians by Washington and JackGrande, going to El Paso in Texas, and steamers from Vancouver to Japau, China, son have been brought to light in W abash,
there bad printed in the Herald of that aud Australia. . .The rumor that the Ore- Ind. The Miami tribe are possessed of
some very valuable relics.
town, a paper publishedin English and ;on Railway and Navigation Company’s
ines
had
been
sold
to
the
Union
Pacific
is
Spanish, the following card:
In responseto a resolution of the Senate askIn a late Issue of El Centinela, published in confirmed.
Paso del Norte, Mex., I made the assertion that
ing for informationconcerningthe alleged IlleEmiglio Medina was a fraud, aud that the Spangal detentionof A. K. Cutting by tho Mexican
ish newspaperhe proposed to issue in Paso del

them. The

Secretary has directeda thorough investigationto be made of all the
lantic City with a pleasure party of sixteen facts in the case. . .In the Cutting affair,
ladies and gentlemen, was capsized off Mexican lawyers appear to be of the opinion
Sandy Hook, and the following persons that the decision had been arrivedat oeforo
perished in the storm: Mis. Cora E. the trial began. They think he will be

Thb

ADDITIONAL NEWS.

.

by severing the arteries
wrist.
left
note
which said: “It makes me laugh to
Brooklyn

He

of his

a

think I am lying here dying in this miserable condition while I have a brother a millionaire.**... .A Baptist church at Pottsville, Pa., was blown up with dynamite as a
matter of revenge against the Law and Order Society
Fire destroyedthe Indian
Orchard Mill Company’s cotton factoryat
Springfield,Mass.; loss, $d00,000.

—

THE WENT.
The

latest issue of the

Farmer's Review

draws a decidedlydiscouragingpicture of

to St.

the crop prospects.It reduces its last
previous estimate of the spring wheat by
ten to fifteen million bushels, which would
bring the whole of our crop of wheat to between 405,000,000 and 410,000,000. It reports a probably largo shortage in the corn
crop, owing to want of rain, which is still
baaly needed, places the oats crop at only
half an average, says there is a threatened failure of the potato crop, and declares that the greatest damage of all is
met with in hay. The Northernfruit crop
is about the only one that promises well.
. .Leander Moody was lynched by a mob
at Seymour, Ind., for committinga nameless crime on a 10-year-old girl by the
name of Lissem, who resides near Seymour. ...8. F. Converse'swholesaleand
retail paper-houseat Minneapolis, Minn.,
has been closed by the Sheriff, the liabilities
being $30,000.
.

.

.

GENERAL.

Norte was a scheme to swindleadvertisers, etc
This morning said Medina took the matter to a
Mexican court, where I was forced to sign a reconciliation. Now. 1 do hereby reiterate
original assertion that said Emiglio Medina is a
fraud, and add deadbeat to the same ; also, that
his taking advantage of the Mexican law and
forcing me to a reconciliation was contemptible
and cowardly, and in keeping with the odious
reputation of said Emiglio Medina. Should the
said Emiglio Medina «lesire American satisfaction for this reiteration, I will be pleased to
grant him all he may desire at any time and in

my

A syndicate, having

purpose the
‘‘cornering” of Kentucky and Bourbon
whisky, has been formed, with a capital in
excess of $1,000,000.Senior A Son, of
for its

Cincinnati,and E. H. Taylor, of Frankfort,
are said to have been the organizers,but
other persons in Chicago and elsewhere are
interested in the scheme. The syndicate
is reportedto be buying up all the free
any
A. K. Cutting.
whisky of the years *1877 to 1883, aud exOn his return to Paso del Norte he was pect to be able to control the output and
rearrested for libel and contemptof court the market price for years to come.
aud thrown into the vile Mexican jail, where
The Postal TelegraidiCompany has
he now is.

manner.

Leading

of the TreasuryDepartment are about to request the Civilofficials

of the Senate and the
of Repreaentatlvee.

In the secret sessionof the Senate, on July
ST, the nomination of Postmaster Rosette,of

DeKalb, 111., was summarilyand unanimously
rejected.Hlsoffensewas the writing and publishing of an obituary of Gen. Grant, in which
the hero was alluded to as a tyrant, and compared with Julius Caesar. W. W. Porter was
confirmedas United States Justice of tho Supreme Court of ArizonaTerritory. The House of
Representatives, in view of continued disagreements with the Senate on the river and harbor
voted to strike out the items for
** * J,a&e.®uper*S,r8k*P Canal, the improvement
of the Potomac River, and the eonstruotion of
the Hennepin Canal. The House conourredin
tho Bonate s Atnondraontto th6 sundry civil appropriatiou bill for the issuing of silver cortifloatea of small denominations by the Treasury
in pisne of those of large denominations,the
latter to be canceled. The House substitute for
the Senate bili forfeiting the Northern Pacific
land grant passed the lower body, and a conference was requested.

been completely reorganized by foreclosure

and sale. Mr. Mackay

is the principal

stockholder and the new company will push
its lines toward the Pacific.

authoritiesat El Paso del Norte, the President
transmittedto tho Senate, on tho 2d inst, tho
report of the Secretary of State, together with a
voluminous mass of correspondencerelative to
the case. Secretary Bayard explains that ho
has no reason for making twice a demand for
Cutting'srelease,because if His offense was
committed in the United States Mexico
bus no jurisdiction,and Mr. Bayard,
after pointing out that ho has done everything within his power, says that he turns over
not only tho papers but the case to Congress.
It is an open invitationto Congress to take
some action— to back him up iu something
more substantialthan demands. The Senate
passed bills to tax fractional parts of a gallon
of distilledspirits,and to provide for the inspection of tobacco, cigars,aud snuff. Tho Senate in executivesessionrejectedtho nomination of Richmond S, Dement to be Surveyor
General of Utah. The nomination of E. H.
hinman to be postmaster at Jacksonville111.,
was also rejected Fitz John Porter
confirmed without debate.
The House of Representatives,
by a vote of 107
to 51, passed the Senate bill increasing the pension of soldiers who lost an ann or a leg in the
service. The House concurred in the Senate
amendments to the naval establishmentbill.
An agreement was reached by tho conforroes on
tho river and harbor bill providing for a survey
of tho Hennepin Canal route by a board of Government engineers and striking out tho appropriation for construction. PresidentClevelandsent
a message to the House of Representatives
stating that ho had signed tho oleomargarino
bili, and Riving his reasons for approving it.
The I resident says that many communications
have been addressedto him for the purpose of
influencing his action tlicroon, the greater
number being influencedby local or personal
considerations.Tho bill, upon its face, and iu
its main features, he says, is a reve-

was

The fortification
bill, with important amendments, was passed by tho Senate on the 28th
ult The Senate adopted a resolution that it
insiston its amendmentsto tho river and bar-

should

be

the House
stricken

out A

demanded
conference

A

committee was appointed.
conference committee of the two houses dls-

posed of the legislative,executive, and judicial
alary bill, which approuriates $20,654,436. Ths
Senate Pension Committeepresented reports
recommending that the bills to pension Dudley
Branch and James C. Chandler be passed over
the President’svetoes. The resolution in regard to the arrest and detentionof American
citizens in Mexico was reported back by the
Senate Foreign! Relation Committoo and placed
upon the calendar. Presidentsent the following
™
Jina4ti.0r!8*t0
tthol_,Bontte = Alvey A. Dee, now
Third Assistant Secretary of State, to bo
Second AssistantSecretary of State ; John 8.
Moore, of Delaware, to be Third Assistant Secretary of State; E. H. Spencer Pratt, of Alabama, to be Minister Resident and Consul
Generalof tho United States to Persia ; Thomas
C. Bach to be Associate Justice of tho Supreme
Court of tho Territory of Montana, and George
G. Lorenz to bo Postmaster at Toledo, Ohio.
Secretary Bayard sent to the House the corrospoudonce and papers in relation to the Imprisonment and releaseof Julius Santos by the
government of Ecuador.
A favoradlereport was made

to

the Senate,

on tho 29th ult., of the House bill providing that

manufactured tobacco, snuff, and cigars may bo
removed for export to a foreign countrywithout
payment of tax under prescribedregulations,
Tho Senate and the House couferreeson tho
river and harbor bill were in conference
all dajr. An effort was made to effect a compromise on tho Hennepin Canal amendment
by striking out the appropriationand inserting a clause by which the Government
accepts tho Illinois and Michigan CanaL
Tho Senate in executive session rejected the
nomination of Henry Ward Beecher’s son to be
Collector of Customs ut Port Townsend, W. T.
Beecher was charged with some careless money
transactions,which he endeavored to explain by putting tho blame on another
man. George A. Jenks was nominated to be Solicitor General by the President
The House spent tho day in committee of the
whole (Mr. Hatch of Missouriin the chair) upon
the Senate amendments to the general deficiency bill. There was no oppositionmade to
the recommendations of the Committee on Appropriationsas to concurrence or non-concurrence in the amendments, and their consideration consisted chiefly in their reading. The
House subsequentlyratified the action of the
committee of the whole, and a conferencewas
ordered, Mr. Burnos, Mr. Leievre,and Mr. Mo.
Comas being appointedcouferrees.

service Commissioners to take charge of
examinations for promotions ____ The first
There were 162 failures in the United
proof of tho new $10 silver certificate is
now
in the hands of Treasurer Jordan. It States last week, against 184 in the correGen. John A. Logan spoke at the
bears a vignette,portrait of Vice President sponding week of 1885. Telegramsto BradGrand Army headquartersat Salt Lake Hendricks. The $1 certificate will have a
street's point to the distribution of a smaller
City, telling the polygamous Mormons they copy of the Stuart portrait of Martha
volume of general merchandisethan iu any
must obey the laws. He said no organiza- Washington,never heretofore used on any previous week during the year. This ap*of
the
Federal
securities.
tion could successfully resist the spirit of
pears to be regarded as a natural outcivilusation and the laws of the Republic;
come at this season, and representative
The Morrison surplus resolution was amendPOLITICAL.
they must give up their resistanceor leave
traders at leading cities continue to express
ed and passed by the Senate on the 30th ult. It
the country. About 12,000 Grand Army men
The Ohio State Prohibition Convention confidence in au active aud profitable trade
provides for a treasury reserveof $100,000,000
passed through Salt Lake City during the
in the autumn. The July cotton report to
and a working balance of $20,000,000. Whenheld
at Canton, last week, was the largest
week. They had big meetings, making autiBradstreet’s shows that the late heavy rains
ever tlm surplus is SIO.GOO.OJO above those
Mormon speeches every night. The Mor- gathering of the kind ever held in the State, iu the Atlantic States, Alabama and Misfigures,the Secretary is to call that amount of
mons are much agitated over the matter ____ 700 delegates and 5,000 sympathizing visit- sissippi, have left the plant in a condition nue bill, and while ho might doubt tno
bends. Trade dollars are for six months to be
Near Butte, Montana, Miss Jane McArthur ors being present. A State ticket was nohi- well toward bad, as against good at a like present need of increasedtaxation, ho defers to receivablefor all dues to the Government or
the judgment of Congress. He believes the
exchangeableat par for silver dollars or
plunged into the river and saved three per- inated, and a voluminousplatform adopted.
od last year. The crop is equal to last selection of an additional subject of taxation,
subsidiarycoin. The Senate confirmed
sons from drowning, but lost her life in at- The platform denounces the Dow saloonsc
well
able
to
bear
it.
may
be
consistently
folr’s in other States, except in Louisiana,
the nomination of George A. Jenks
tempting to rescue the fourth ____ Mr, P. B. licenselaw; favors the submission of female where it is fair only.
lowad by relieving the country of some other to be SolicitorGeneral. These nominauni ecessaryrevenue burden. In regard to the
fJmilh. manager of the Northern Pacific suffrage to a vote of the people; denounces
tions were made by the President:
argument that tho purpose of the bill
Cornelius C. Watts to be United States
Blevator Company at Fargo, estimates anarchists;opposes violent changes in the
was to destroy one industry for tho Attorney for tho Districtof West Virginia;
Dakota's wheat yield for this year at 16,- tariff; declares the National Soldiers’Home
protection of another, tho President says: Dabney H. Maury of Virginia, to bo Envoy Ex000,000 bushels.
this article has the merit which its
traordinary and Minister Plenipotentiaryto
at Dayton, Ohio, a disgrace because it tolChinese pirates recentlyattacked a "If
friendsclaim for it. and if the jieople of the
Colombia.The House of RepresentativespassIn the trial of the Chicago anarchistson erates a saloon, and opposes the liquor Dutch steamship bound for Penang, killing
land, with full knowledge of its real character,
ed the Reagan Interstate commerce bill as a
traffic
generally.
..
.The
Vermont
Greendesire
to
purchase
and
use
it,
tho
taxes
enacted
Saturday, the 31st ult., the prosecution read
substitute for the Cullom measure. An attempt
the captain, first mate, and chief engineer. by this bill will permit a fair profit to both
backers met in conventionat Essex
to pass over tho President'sveto pension bills
articles from the Arbciter-Zeitung, the somanufacturer
and
dealer.
If tho existence and
For
those
who
were
taken
prisoners
the
for the relief of Mrs. General Hunter and Mary
Junction,and nominated a State ticket,
profits
of tho commodity depend upon disposing
Anderson was defeated. The couferreeson the
cialisticorgan, and exhibited the red and beaded by T. B. Smith, for Governor.
pirates demand a ransom of $15,000 ____ M.
of it to the people for something else, which it
river and harbor bill reported back the measure
black flags of the anarchists, and there Washingtontelegram: “It is stated that Pub- De Lesseps presented a voluminous report deceitfullyimitates, tho entire enterprise
without erasing the appropriation of $300,003 to
rested. The attorneysfor the defense lic Printer Rounds Las formally tendered at the annual meeting of the Panama Canal is a fraud and not an industry;and if
enlarge tho Illinois and MichiganCanal and
it cannot endure the exhibition of its survey the Hennepin extension to tho Missisoffered a motion to have Neebe discharged, his resignationto the President. It is to shareholders, held in Paris, in which he
character, which will bo effected
sippi River.
which motion was overruled. Attorney take effect Sept. 1*5. Rounds’ intention reiteratedthe roseate views hitherto ex- real
by the inspection,supervision,and stamping
Salomon then made the opening ad- was made public some days ago, and it was pressed by him as to the ultimate success which this bill directs,the sooner it is destroyed
Mr. Hoar’s resolution (from the Library Comdress for the defense. There were said he would retire some* time iu Septem- of the enterprise, and that iu the near tho bettor, in the interest of fair dealing." Mr.
Clevelandnotes several changes that would immittee) for the appointment of a committeeto
two leading points in his argument: 1. ber, but it was not until this afternoon that future.
prove tho bill, and suggests that it is not too
inquire into the expediency of and plan for
There cannot be accessorieswithout a prin- the document went up to the White House.
A London dispatch says: The Cabinet late for them to bo acted upon. There is dancelebrating the 100th anniversaryof (he Consticipal. The State must prove that some- All the signs point to the President’sNew
ger, he says, of tho fourteenth and fifteenth
body was a principal in committingmurder \ork friend. Rogers, ns ihe successor of announcements made heretofore unofficial- sections being construedas interfering with the tution and the 400th of the discoveryof Amerpolice powers of the States.
ica, was adopted by the Senate on the 31st ult.
ly are all officially confirmed, except that
before it can convict others as accessories, Mr. Rounds.’’
The committee will report at the next session of
fl. The defendants did not throw the bomb,
the
Right
Hon.
Cecil
Raikes,
instead
of
The Now Hampshire State Republican
Congress. The President vetoed bills for a
thereforethey are not guilty. It is estipublic building at Springfield, Mo., and a
Lord John Manners, becomes Postmaster
THE MARKETS.
mated that the trials of the anarchist Conventionis called for September 14 ____
bridge in Vermont The Senate rejected
General. The former declined to accept
the nomination of W. C. Matthews to be
conspirators for connection with the hay- Congressionalnominations:General Alvin
NEW YORK.
the office of Home Secretary,which Lord
Recorder of Deeds for the District of Columbia.
market murders will cost Cook County and P. Hovey, Republican, First Indiana DisBeeves ....................
& 5.50
Tho President made tho followingnominations
Salisbury pressed him to take. The folChicago about $100,000.
Hogs ......................
to the Senate: Nathaniel H. It Dawson, of
trict; Hon. John A. Anderson,bolting Relowing additional Ministerialappointments Wheat— No. 1 White ......
Alabama, to bo Commissioner of Education ; A.
publican, Fifth Kansas; Rev. Ira J. Chase, are announced:
No. 2 Rod ........ ....... 85 ^ .85U,
C. Bradford, to be Register of the Land Office
Republican,Fifth Indiana: John BaumHomo Secretary, Henry Matthews. Q. C. ; Sec- Corn— No. 2 ................
at San Francisco, Cal. ; William M. Campbell,
’51
OATs-Wbito ...............
gartuer, Democrat, Tenth Virginia; T. W. retary for Scotland, the Right Hon. Arthur Hal.47
of Kentucky, to be agent for the Indiana of the
Lincoln Spbolb and Calvin James Brotherton, Republican, Tenth Ohio.
four ; Chancellor of tho Duchy of Lancaster, Pork— Now Moss ..........
(£12.00
Uintah and Ouray Agency in Utah;
Lord John Manners ; Patronage Secretary to the
CHICAGO.
George Hines, to bo Collector of Customs
were executed at Fort Smith, Ark., for
Public Printer Rounds, in an inter- Treasury,Mr. A. Akers-Douglas; AttorneyGen- B KB VES— Choice to Prime Steers 4.75 & 5.23
for the Districtof Wilmington, CaL
murders committed in the Indian Territory.
eral of Ireland, tho Right Hon. Hugh Holmes. Q.
Good Shipping ......... 4.01 (£ 4.50
The House of Representatives, by a vote of 19 to
view at Washington,said: “From the b. st C. : SolicitorGeneral of Ireland. John Gregory
Common ............... 3.25 igi 3.75
135, refused to agree to a report of the ConferThere have been forty-six meu hanged at
Gibrton,
Q.
C.
HOOS— Shipping Grades ......... 4.50 <£ 5.25
ence Committoo on the river and harbor bill,
lhat place since 1871. Joseph Jump was of my information the next Public Printer
Spring ............ 4.25 (£4.75
because of tho retention of the Hennepin Canal
The perils of African exploration are il- FLoun-Extra
will be Mr. Rogers, of Buffalo, a thorhanged for murder at Gallatin, Mo.
Wheat-No. 2 Red ...............70 no 77
and Sturgeon Bay clauses. By a vote of 209 to
oughly
practical
printer,
and
one
who
was
Corn—
No.
2 .......................
.43 H
lustrated
in
a
Berlin
cablegram.
Herr
C tho House passed a bill to prevent aliens from
Prop. Cummings has returned to
27 (£ .27 w,
foreman of the Buffalo Commercial Fischer reached Wnnga, north of Pangani, Oats No. ......
acquiring title to real estate in the Territories.
Dallas, Texas, from a three weeks' geoButter— Choice Creamery ....... 16 (£ .18
On motion of Mr. Morrisonof Illinois the Senwhen I wc.3 sticking type in that city
Pino Dairy .............11 (£ .13
ate amendmentsto tho surplus joint resolution
logicaltour through Palo Pinto, Stephens, fifty years ago. Ex-Treasurer Wyman, after a journey of thirty-twodays, in which
Cheese— lull Cream. Cheddar.. .07 (£ .074 wore uon-concurrodin by the House, *nd a conhe
lost
one-fourth
of
the
230
natives
acFull Cream, now ....... 08 (£ .O8‘o
ference ordered.The Speaker appointed
and Young Counties,Texas, aud reports who, by the way, is now at the head of
Eggs— Fresh ...................... 10 (£ .11
Mr. Morrison,Mr. Breckinridge, of Kenhaving found a Sahara of desolation.The one of the lending banks of Omaha, worked companying him from disease,starvation,
Potatoes
New,
per
brl ......... 1.25 (£1.75
tucky, and Mr. Hiscock as couferrees.
Cattle, he says, are as poor as they were lust the hand-press iu the same office. There or wounds in battle. Herr Schwarz has
Pork— Mess ......................9.75 -£10.2 3
Mr. Payson, of Illinois, from the Committee on
March. All the people who can do so are will be little or no friction for the next pub- also terminated his researches in the
MILWAUKEE.
Public Lauds, reported bock the alien-landlord
Camaroous
because
of
the
hostility of the
WHEAT-Cash
....................
74
(£
.75
lic
printer
to
overcome,
for.
I
flatter
myself
bill.
It provides that no non-resident alien, or
moving away, and not ns much as a bushel
Corn—
No.
.......................
43
(<41 .43 u
natives.
foreigner,
nor any residentalien or foreigner
of corn remains in the three counties ____ that I have put matters in good shape.* To
Oats— No. ..................
27 i£ .27 5 who has not declared his intention to become a
bo
sure,
Congress
has
cut
down
the
approFranz
Liszt,
the
famous
musical
comWilliam J. Hooper & Sou of Baltimore
Rye-No. ........................ 54 <£ .66
citizen of tho United States, nor any corporahave made an assignment. The firm is priation from $2,250,0110 last year to about poser, died at Beyrouth,Germany, aged 75 Pork-Moss .....................9.75 (£10.25
tion nor association whore, at most, oue-tenth of
TOLEDO.
its stock or right of property is owned or conextensively engaged in the manufacturing $2,100,000 for this year.”
years. When he died only his daughter Wheat-No. 2 ..................... 78 & .78W,
trolled by aliens or foreigners, shall acquire or
of seine, twine, etc. The liabilitiesare put
Corn-No. 2 ....................... 44 (£ .45
own, hold or possess, by right, title, or descent
(Mrs. Corima, Richard Wagner's widow) Oats-No. 2 ......................
INDUSTRIAL NOTES.
29 (£ .CO
at $125,000 to $175,000, and the assets at
accruing horeuftor, any real estate iu the TerriDETROIT.
and his physicians were with him. He died
tories of tht> United States ; provided, that the
$500,000.
Beep Cattle .................... 4.50 (£ 5.25
Hands to tho number of 325 in tho Sibprovisions of this act shall not apply to the real
iu his daughter’s arms at midnight, after
Gov. Ireland, of Texas, has written to
Hoos .............................4.00 (£5.00
estate necessaryfor tho construction and operaley Cotton Mills at Atlanta,Ga., were com............................3.50 (£4.50
tion of any railroad.Tho bill passed-yeaa 209,
twelve houra of great suffering ____ Damala,
Secretary Bayard informing him of the
Wheat-No.
1
White
.............
77
19
.78
pelted to stop work on account of the strike
nays 6.
ex-husband of Sara Bernhardt, joined the Corn-No. .....................
u & .45
murder by Mexican authorities of Francisof nine strippers. The entire mill shut Spanish lace smugglers, was arrested, aud Oats-No. 2 White ...............
40 (£ .41
co Arresures, a naturalized Americau, and down, throwing out 700 hands.... The
ST. LOUIS.
subsequently released by t the Parisian auDr. Waldo, of the Yale ObservaWheat-No. ...................
75 <£ .76
Baying: “A demand will be made in the strike of the employes of the American thorities
The socialist'propagandais ac- Corn— Mixed ..................... 3a (£ .40
tory, New Haven, recently delivered
name of the State and its people that this Tube and Lou Company at Middletown, tive in Germany, and a general strike is exOATS-Mixod ..................... 27 (£ .27 Vj
wrong by Mexico bo atoned lor aud pun- Pa., has been declaredoff, and the men pected early in the coming winter ____ Herr Pork— Now Mess ................10.25 (£10.75
an address on the “Mechanical Art of
ished. If this State an t her people must have returned to work.
CINCINNATI.
American 'Watch-Making,’’ which is
Leibknecht,the socialist deputy, will lectWheat— No. 2 Red ...............
75 <£ .75«a published in the Jewe ers’ Journal,
de|>eud upon themselves for protection,the
ure
iu
tne
United
States
this
winter
under
Those who think that the business of
Corn-No. ...................... 15 <£ .46
necessary redress cau and will be obaddress clearly
the auspices of the National Labor League Oats-No. .......................
.2«fA of Chicago.
tained." Meetings in approval of this action tho rolling-millsis not materiallyon the
10.00 (£10.50
of America on “German Socialism”.... Pork-Moss ...............
demonstrates that the first conception
of the Governor have been held iu various increase may bo instructed to the contrary
4.50 ,£5.23
The Welsh members of the English House Live Hogs .......................
of watch-makingby machinery is due
BUFFALO.
parts of Texas. In Dallas, a fife and drum by a look at the report of the North Chiof Commons propose to form a national WHEAT-NalHard ............
,P4 & .*44
band, followed by a crowd bearing the cago Company for the year which ended party on the same lines as the Parnellite Corn— No. 2 Yellow ............... 47»a£ .48^ to Mr. A. L. Dennison, formerly of
Boston and now of Manchester,EngUnited States flag, paraded the streets. with last June. The average number of party ____ Tne London silver market is de- Cattle .........................
4.25 'v® 5.25
land, and that the practical success
INDIANAPOLIS.
Thousards of men, white aud black, turned men employed was 5,300, the pay-rolls moralized. The metal is refused by the
Beep Cattle .................... 3.50 <£ 5.25
of applying the system logically and
out, and for nearly an hour the city pre- aggregated $2,550,000,and tho * gross
banks at 42 pence per ounce ____ The Duke Hoob ...............
4.50 (£5.25
sented the appearance of being in the earnings were nearly $0,000,000,be- of Argyll’sdaughter will marry Mr. James Sheep .......................... 2.25 t£ 4.00
thoroughly to all the details of watchhands of a mob. At night inflammatory ing $2,000,000 more than the bnsiness of Bailie Hamilton, of Massoohasetts. .. .D« Wheat— No. 2 Red ....... ....... 73 <£ .74
making is due to Mr. Royal E. RobCorn-No. 2.t^. ...............
.41
addresses were delivered by the Mayor and tho twelve months next preceding. The
Lesseps’ loan for the Panama Canal is as- Oats-No. ................
.34 <£ .34 u bins, of Boston, and principal owner of
half a dozen others. Whntev er may bo the materialhandled weighea 538,350 tons,
EAST LIBERTY,
the great Waltham Company. There
sured ____ Forged Bank of England notes
merils of tho case, a point is nearing at being an increase of 35.15 per cent. . .’The ranging in denominationfrom £10 to £100 CATTLE-Best .......... .........4.50 @5.23
are now ten factories euceessfullymakFair .................... 4.23 «t 4 75
which it may require the use of the United shoe maunfacturersof Brockton, Mass., are in circulation ____ A Madagascar loan of
ing watches by machinery in the United
Common. ............... 4.G0 (£4.50
States army to prevent tho invas.on of closed for an indefinite period. The action $10,000,000is about to be issued in LonStates, and nine more are in process of
Mexico from the Texas bonier. A letter affects forty factories, and the trouble grew don.
Sheep ............................3.03
organization.
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Askins, Mrs. T. Stevens, Miss Mamie
Stevens, Emma Merritt, Chester Clark,
Miss Maud E. Itettew, and Miss Rebecca
Merritt. .. .Henry Punsley suicided in
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THE MEXICAN AFFAIR.

HORRIBLE

STORY.

THE ANARCHIST

TRIAL.
How

stellar wonders.

MICHIGAN AFFAIRS.

They May He Unfolded by the Greater
Telescope*.

Secretary Bayard Submits the Corres-

A

pondence in the Cntting; Affair

me

to Congress.

on Stewed Baby

Party

and
Hint That, Having Done All
Can, It IS Time lor That
Body to Act.

Is Roasted in Turn.

In Tattnall County, Georgia, last week, a

with

Mary Hollenbeck

[WaHhington dippatch.'’,

a

uegress named

resolution of the

the alleged illegal detention of A. K. Cut-

Frick returned,
child

Mexican authoritiesat El Paso

and upon demanding bis
was met with so many evasive aud

cion that somethingwas

Senate the report of the Secretary of
State, together with a voluminousmass of
correspondence relative to the case. Following is a summary of the report:
Under date of July 1 United States Consul Brigham at El Paso del Norte forwarded to. United States Minister Jackson at
Mexico a full statementof the facts attending the arrest and imprisonment of
Cutting, and an announcement of his (Brig-

wrong. A

search

of the premises resulted in the finding of
half the child's body hidden in a barrel
which had originally contained salt pork.
The pickle had noi sufficed to prevent de-

composition, and the negro was attracted to
the barrel by the unnatural stench arising
from it. By this time other negroes
in the neighborhood hud joined in the
search, and when the discoverywas made
ham’s) failure to secure any reply to his application for a fair trial or tlie releaseon
there were fifteen or twenty blacks about the
bail of Mr. Cutting. July t> the United premises. The irate father was on the
point of braining the woman with nn ax,
States Minister sought from M. Marescal,
the Mexican Secretary of Foreign Affairs,
when she fell on her knees and said she
proper relief for Mr. Cutting. The follow- would confess everything if he would spare
ing day M. Marescal replied that he had her life. It was decided to hear her story,
recommendedthe Governorof Chihuahua but, as the sequence proved, she would
to see that prompt and full justice was adhave fared better had she maintained her
ministered.
Counsel Brigham silence. Two days after the child was
stated that Cutting was still a prisoner and
placed in her cure a negro picnic was given
nothing had been done for his release.The in the vicinity, aud she was called on to
Secretary says that the imprisonment of prepare the dinner. Having no meat, and
knowini
" she would get no money unthis American citizen having thus continued
nowing that
for a full month without explanation or less she served some, she determined to
kill the child and cook its flesh. Being
prospect of a release, he (Secretary Bayard), July 19, addressed a telegram to Minsomewhat under the influenceof liquor, the
ister Jackson instructinghim to demand of
fiendishnessof the idea bad no horrors for
the Mexican Government the instant reher, and she deliberatelybrained the child
lease of A. K. Cutting. This was followed
with an ax, dismembered it, and boiled the
July 20 by instructions of the Secretary meat down into a stew with a bcteioto Minister Jackson, reciting all the geneous collection of vegetables.When

July

there cannot be accessories without a principal; second, the defendants did not throw
the bomb. Upon the first of these points
he held that the State must prove that
somebody was a principalin committing the
murder before it could convict the defendants as accessories.The manufactureof
bombs, the intent to use dynamite, and the
preparation for a revolution by force were
admitted by Mr. Salomon, who made fully
as many points for the State as for his c.i-

'

precedentcorrespondence

and

it was served the negroes remarked
upon the peculiarity of its flavor, but

facts,

and stating the legal position assumed by
this Government as a ground for demanding the release of its citizens. Minister
Jackson July 22 telegraphed the refusal of
the Mexican Government to accede to the
telegraphic demand of Secretary Bayard
for Cutting’s release, which was ‘followed
by another telegram giving

a

statement of

the Mexican reasons. Consul Brigham
July 26 telegraphed that the Governor of
Chihuahua was pushing the trial of Cutting, who ignored the proceedings.July
27 the Secretary mailed additionalinstructions to Minister Jackson. The Secretary
this letter refers to the claim of the
Mexican Minister here, based on the Mexican laws, whereby jurisdictionis ‘assumed
by Mexico over crimes committed against
Mexicans in the United States or any
foreign country, and his contention

that unddr this law the
cation

of a

libel

m

publi-

Texas was
made cognizable and punishable in Mexico
peremptorily and positively denied by Secretary Bayard, who declared that the United
States would not assent to or permit the
existence of such extra territorial force to
be given to Mexican law. Mr. Romero, ho
says, finally assured him that Cutting would
be released in a very short time. Convinced of the friendly and conciliatory
spirit influencing the Mexican Government, the Secretary informed the Consul
that in his opinion all questions of conflicting interestsbetween the two Governments can without difficulty bo amicably,
honorably, and satisfactorily adjusted. In
his report the Secretary says, touching the
Mexican laws cited by Mr. Romero:
This conflict
Is even
even more
more profound
nrofmiml
,,, of law than the literal difference of correupondinR
'statutes,for it affectsthe underlyingprinciples
of socurity to personalliberty and freedom of
speech or expression,which are among the
main objects sought to be secured by our framework of government
The
rbo presentcase may constitute a precedent
fraueht with the most seriousresults.The alleged offense may be-and undoubtedly in the
present case Is- within the United States held
to bo a misdemeanor, not of a high grade ; but
in Mexico may bo associated with penal results
of the gravest character. An act may bo created
by a Mexican statute an offense of a high grade
which in the United States would not be
punishable in nny degree. The safety of our
citizensand all others lawfully within our
jurisdictionwould be greatlyimpaired,if not
wholly destroyed, by admittingthe power of a
foreign state to define offenses and apply penalties to acts committed within tho jurisdictionof
the United States. Tho United States and tho
States composing this Union contain the only
forum for the trial of offenses against their laws
and to concede tho jurisdictionof Mexico over
Cutting's case, as it is stated in Consul Brigham's rei>ort, would be to substitutethe jurisdiction and laws of Mexico for those of the
United Mates over offouses committedsolely
within the United States by a citizen of the

..

,

United States. Tho offense alleged is
the publication in Texas, by a citizen
of the United States, of an article deemed libelous and criminal in
Mexico. No allegationof its circulation in
Mexico by Mr. Cutting is made, and indeed no
such circulation was practicable or even possible, becausethe arrest was summarily made on
the same day of the publication in tho English
language of Texas. The coming of the alleged
writer or publisherinto Mexico, and tbo Mexican correspondenceaccompanying Mr. Marescal's refusal to release Cutting found in the
companimentsto MinisterJackson'sdispatch
of July 22, 1880, show that the 166th article of
the Mexican code is the ground of the jurisdiction claim. Under this pretension it is obvious
that any editor or publisherof any newspaper
article within tho limits and jurisdiction

of tho United Btates could be

arrest-

ed and publishedin Mexico if tho same were
officialsof that
country, after the Mexican methods of administoringrjt
Justice should bo found within those borders. Aside from the claim of extraditional
power thus put forth for tho laws of Mexico, aud
extendingtheir jurisdictionover alleged offenses

deemed objectionableto tho

admittedly cbarged to have been committed
within the borders of the United States, are to
bo considered the arbitraryand oppressive
proceedingswhich, as measured by the constitutional standard of the United States, destroy
“^stance of judicial trial and procedureto
which Mr. Cutting has boon subjected.
In transmitting the document to Congress the President in a brief communication says:

Ah to the inquiry contained in the resolution.
"Whether any additionalUnited States troopB
have been recently ordered to Fort Bliss,"I answer in the negative.
The papers were referredto the Committee on Foreign Relations.

•,

The Drought in Wisconsin.
[Madison (Wis.) telegram.]

The

great drought which has prevailed
for three months past was intense in Jolv,
when only 79-100 of an inch of water fefi.
The average rainfall for the month of July
from 1856 to 1885 was 4 55-100 inches.
There has not been a sufficientrainfallin
Madison to benefit vegetationsince May 9.
All the crops are short, and there will not
be one -fourth of the average crop of tobacco, and not one -tenth what there would have
been had growers been permitted to set out
nlants-

;

t

.

neverthelessate heartily. Several now allege that thef were nauseated by the mess,
but none of them were mode seriouslyill.
At the conclusion of the narrativethe fury
of the hearers was ungovernable, and it
was quickly decided to burn her alive at tjje
stake. She was taken into a field and
chained ton post fixed in the ground in
the middle of a pile of inflammablepine,
saturated with kerosene. When the match
was applied the flames leaped high in the
air, and the woman was soon ablaze. In
fifteen minutes she fell among the blazing
knots and was burned to a crisp. Nothing
rcmaiued'nfter the lire died out but a few
charred bones and a ring which she had
on one of her fingers. No attempt has
been made to arrest any of those implicated
in the allair, but an investigation by the
Coroner and Sheriff of Tattnall County
will probably be made.

STARVED .TO DEATH.

—A

monster Irish demonstrationwill

occur August 18 at Escanuba.

—The

of a

erection

largo hotel building

has been begun at Lake City.

—Six prominentcitizens

of

Mount Pleoo-

nnt arc under arrest for playing ball in the

bed with the sun, and rose. as soon as streets.
appeared. In the tail of Ursa Major,
—John Wright, a farmer, living one mile
the
middle star lias near it a small comAfter the presentation of some purely
west of Pellston, was struck by a falling
panion styled on the Celestialcharts
formal evidence ns to the time and place Df
“Alcor.” The Aral) observers knew tree and fat illy injured.
Officer Degau's death, aud the reading of
this by tho name of “Baidak,” which
—Malingers of celery gardens noar Jackvarious incendiary articles from anarchistic means “touchstone,” or “trail;” for if
son are watering their plants with street
journals,the .State closed its case against a man could perceive that tiny point
the bomb-throwers on Saturday. During with the unassisted eye lie could easily sprinklersto save them from tho drouth.
the- reading of the articles,which grew
—Israel Buck, who bad lived on his form
seo.tho small stars of the Pleiades and
more virulent as the 1st of May approached,
in HillsdaleCounty for the past fifty
the satellitesof Jupiter.
the red and black flags and inflammatory
Wo must, however, also remember years, committedsuicide one day Inst week.
banners of the socialists were presented to
the purity and transparency of the eastthe jury. When the State had rested, the
—Tho" dead body of James Gillmniii
attorneysfor the defense moved that Oscar ern. sky, especially in dry, desert re
wheelsman on tho ferry Walter Chrysler)
Neebe be discharged, and followed by a gions, where all the heavenly orbs
motion that all the defendants except Spies shine with a brilliancyquite unknown and from Harbor Springs, was found on the
and Fischer be dismissed. These motions to Western astronomers.Capernieus, bottom of tho lake near his boat, at St
were argued at some length, but were overit is stated, lamented in the hour of his
Ignnce. It is supposedthat ho went to the
ruled by the court, which held that where
death that he had never so much as boat late at night and attempted to board
there is a general advice to commit murder,
seen the planet Mercury, which the hap- her. Ho leaves his aged parents who were
the time aud occasion not being foreseen,
pier Greek observerscalled "Stilbou,”
the adviser is guilty if the murder is comalmost solely dependentnpon him for supthe “splendidly shining;” and one of
mitted.
port, at Harbor Springs.
Mr. Salomon then made the opening the most promising points in connection
statement for the defense. His effort was with this great new telescope in Amer— S. H. Moore, an eccentric and wellnot remarkable in any way except in that ica is that it will he perched upon a
known character, whoso physical resemit practically
admitted very much that was mountain peak, far above the dusts and
blance to tho showman Barnum was most
claimed by the prosecution. His chief armists of the lower world— lifted into
remarkable, committed suicide at Jackson*
guments centered upon two points: First,

contradictoryreplies as to arouse a suspi-

del Norte, the President transmitted to the

school bnildiug this summer.

lie

ICbicagofolcgram.]

a neighboringcounty. Yesterday

still in

—Hillsdale will erect a two-story hHdi

ProsecutionClose Their CaseAH the discoveries of ancient astronomers were, of course, effected without
Attorney Salomon Opens for
the aid of glasses, and Pliny, in his
the Defense.
ninth book of tho “Almagest,”quotes
fourteen observations of Mercury,
InterestingStory os to How Uapt dating 200 or 800 years before our era,
and still to bo relied on. They had, no
fichaack Hunted Down the
doubt, good eyes in those days, when
Conspirators.
everybody except tbe astrologerswent
to

to board during bis ab-

sence at bis employment at a turpentine

Senate asldn^ 'for information concerning

ting by the

An

negro named Samuel Frick left his daughter, aged 4 years,

In response to the

Ro- The

Georgia Negress Feerfs a

dark blue atmosphere
which Prof. Tyndall has celebrated
upon his high Alps. Accordingly, when
that stainlessly

—

A

Jackson young

man

cleaned hie

and after putting

clothes with gasoline,

we cull to mind the considerableaddi- them on he lighted a cigarette.His apparel
made to heavenly science hy such caught fire, but was soon pnt ont. Damage
comparatively inferiorinstruments as light; no insurance.
even those of Lord Posse, Mr. Lassel.
—The postofflee, C. Miller A Son’s groand tho elder Herschel, wo may he full
cery
store, Mrs. Winslow’s miliuory shop,
of hope that the California astronomers
H. II. Stimson’s drug store, and two dwelwill astonish and delight tho old world
with new discoveries “when some new lings were burned at Saugatuok,Buturdny.
ents.
planet swims into their ken.” They can Loss about 125,000.
At this stage of the case a brief and authentic record of the clever work of Cap- hardly he in time for the two comets of
—George Miller’shoop, lumber and
tain Schanck and bis assistantswill be of
the season— tho Fabry and the Berinterest.Captain Srbaack has only six nard, which are to he in their highest shingle mills were burned at Coleman; loss
detectivesin his district or under Lis conbrilliancy about May 15 next, and not $15,000. Tho Flint and Pere Marquette
trol. These are Schuttler, Lowenstein,
much further from the earth than the Railroad track was so badly injured that
Whalen, Hoffman,Stift, and Rehm. These
trifle of 15,000,000 and 35,000,000 of trains were delayed for several hours.
are the men that gathered the evidence that
hung Mulkowski,aud it was these same miles respectively.There are, how— Stephen Barncher, of Mendon, is afmen who gathered practically all the evi- ever, unresolved neuhhc at which tho
flicted with abdominal dropsy. He has
dence against the anarchists. Acting under great glass will no sooner he pointed
the general direction of Captain Shaack, than wo may expect to have those dis- been tapped thirty-seventimes during tbe
they worked night and day and left no tant mysteriesinstantly “come down" lust twenty months and over seven hundred
stone unturned until even,’ fact was laid —like Col. Slick’s coon— into galaxies and ten pints of fluid have been drawn. ^
bare. The morning of May 5, the day after
of stars and systems; and outside
—Ordinarilythe overworkedbrain of the
the massacre, Captain Schoack had a conUranus and Neptune, the latter being
sultationwith Chief Ehersold. “I want to
convict has not been allowed to rest from
work independentlyin this case,” said distant from us 2,740,000,000 miles, the the duties of prison school life for a midShaack; “I want no help from the Central new telescope may cast a glance in the
Station. Your detectiveshere can work by border world between our farthest summer's vacation,but a two months' vacation has now been declared, more for tbe
themselves, and 1 and my men will work planet and our nearest star, and perby ourselves.”Chief Ebersold agreed. At haps find a sister for the single moon of sake of tho teachers than the convicte,
that time Lieutenant Shea, chief of the deNeptune, and tell us why tho four however.
tective department and its force of thirty
moons of Uranus— Ariel, Umpriel,
men, had .arrested Spies, Parsons, Schwab,
—“Are you aware of tho fact that WindTitania, and Oheron- -dance backward
Fielden, Fischer, and severalothers openly
in the eternal minuet of the skies and sor acquires almost her entire growth from
identified with the anarchistsor connected
with the anarchic publications, and had have planes perpendicularto the eliptic Detroit’s suiplns population?” asked a Detroit real estate man. "Oh, of course, we
seized the stuff in the Arbeiter-Zcitung of tho mother body.
Building.
There are, indeed, endless points all know that Windsor is indehtod to DeSchaaek called in his six men and gave upon which astronomers seek such inthem their instructions.The second formation as improved command of the troit for most of her existence, and Ibai
morning afterward (May 7) he had learn- heavens might supply, especially if the mi st of her onteiprisco arc supportedby
ed of bombs having been made in one or
enhanced powers of this telescope can De rail capital,”was the reply. "But hove
two houses on Sedgwick street, and also in
you noticed,” rejoino.lthe first speaker,
l)e wedded to tho faithful eyesight of
a certainplace in the lumber district. In
the photographic camera. Wonderful “that there is an unusual influx o# small
those
two days, it might be stated,
the
,
---------things have been achieved of late in property owners to that village? There is
such a way ; spaces of the midnight sky, a reason for it. One can go over there and
The work had not been completed, but bad blank to the ordinary lens or mirror, buy ground for $10 per foot that is nearer
merely narrowed down to certaindistricts have revealed to a sensitive film of the
and had resulted in certain pointersfrom plate, myriads of starry bodies. The the Detroit City Hall than ground on this
which that information of May 7 was gath- crimson cressets on tho sun’s ridge side which you would have to pay $40 per
ered. Schuttlerand Lowenstein and some
have depicted themselves;his spots foot for.”
officers in uniform were sent to the two
have
registered their periodic passage,
houses on Sedgwick street, one of which
-A year ago C. R. Mabley, Detroit's
and
tho
time approaches, apparently,
was Seliger’s(No. 442), and the other a
great clothing merchant and capitalist,
few doors off on the opposite side of the when an automatic astronomerwill l>e
died, leaving his estate in the control of
street. Oppenheimer,the escaped inform- invented which will chronicle every
er, said that when the officers were going event of the spheres with sleepless ac- his widow. Mrs. Mabley, six months after
toward Seliger’s he and Lingg were stand- curacy. We want to know much more the death of her husband,married tho Her.
ing on the opposite sidewalk and that they of comets, of nebuhe, and of the curiW. J. Spiers, aged twenty-eight, a pennidiscussed the feasibility of making a rush
ous little members of our system, the less parson, and wont to New York to live.
for the house and getting in in time to arm
plantoids, which perpetuallyincrease in
Recently her two eldeit (laughters filed a
themselves and kill the officers in case they
were actually bound for Seliger’s. But number' with closer observation,until petition in tho Probate Court to have their
the unconsciousofficers were too quick in they have grown up during the present
century to more than 250 known and mother removed from tho guardianship of
their movements and got to the house first.
Then Lingg said he would hide, and in- named bodies. They wander as obedi- tbe younger children and the executorship'
of her estate. The petitionerscharge her
structed Oppenheimer to send his trunk to ent to law as the very largest of planNo. 71 West Lake street in case the officers ets, between Mars and Jupiter, tiny
with great cruelty to her children. Bhe
did not take them away. It was then that islets of the saphiro ocean, small chilhas turned over tho control of the estate to*
Schuttler and Lowenstein found the Liuggdren of the cosmos, the biggest not her husband,with whom tho other oxocq-Seliger arsenal and all tho infernalmachinmore than 5(H) miles in diameter, few
ery for bomb manufacture. Tho officers
tioners find it impossible to net. Tho o'lalC’
held possession of the place until every- of them so bulky as to he visible withtions

-

Two Thousand Five Hundred
Perisli

People

on the Labrador
Coast.

[St.

John's (N. F.) dispatch.)

The schooner Nancy Barrett,which has
just arrived here, brings the latest reports

from
by

the

“

Labradorcoast. She came around

way of tbo Gulf from tbo

““•a8,be

Straits

“Vi8a.
dangerous. For nearly two weeks sbe

lion

. - ~

of

was

|

blockaded in York barbor by field
ice. Her captain brought with him five
families who had made their way to that
point from Sandwich Bay, more than one
bundled miles overland. They came on
sledges drawn by ponies, the last of their
live stock, and these they were forced to
subsist on after arriving at tho haibor.
They burned their sledges for fuel.
York harbor is covered with fugitives
fiom the southern coist who know nothing
of their northern neighbors. Eastern Labuuloi was buried under three feet of snow
uly 19 and all eominuuicutious are cut off.
| o| dilution, Indians and all, of the
region north of Sandwich Bay is estimated
J

The

between 111, (1(H) and Ifi.OtMl. The snow
has emented the ice together and closed
all the trails. The relief vessels will bo
at

c

sent direct to York Bay to relieve those who
reached that point fiist.
A dispatchfrom White Buy says that
whalers report Hudson Bay Strait has
either been frozen over again or tins become
choked with floating ice and is solid. About
a thousand arctic bems, driven south by
thing was taken to tbe station. Seliger
starvation,Lave crossed over from Penny land, and are devastating tbe country.
was found at work at Meyer’s carpentershop tne same evening, and was lodged in
NN hat little is left of the stores at Cape
Mugford has been seized by these voracious the East Chicago Avenue Station. This
animals. The Indians in that locality are was the fiist arrest of importance as leadeating their dead com Bunions, aud the ing directly to the conspiracy. That night
Thiclen came to see what his friend Seliwhite settlers are burying their dead secretly to keep tho Esquimaux from getting ger was arrested for, and he too was put
them.
under lock and key. It was then that
Lingg first was heard of. Thielen was the
POISONED
A BLUNDER. first informer, but it was some days before
he willinglytold anything. His ‘talk the
A Woman ami Threw Children Take Ar- first night, however, regardingSeligers
senic Given hy a DruggiM by Miatuke lodger, Lingg, and Seliger’s talk on the
same subject, led Schacck to believe that
for Cream of Tartar.
Lingg was an important factor in the case.
IClovoland (Ohio) telegram,
Schuttler and Lowenstein then bout all
When Andrew Bertali, a well-to-do con- their energies to Lingg’s capture. They
tractor,returnedto his home, No. 1992 tracked him first by an express wagon he
had hired to deliver his tool-chest at
Gaylord street, at noon to-day, he was horTwelfth and Claik streets. Then they
rified by the sight of his wife aud three traced him to Canal street, and then to the
children writhing in agony upon the floor. lumber district, frequently losing the trail
Physicians were hastily summoned aud pro- and then catchingit again. Finally, the
14th, they located him in tbe little cottage
nounced tho case one of awenical poisonon Ambrose street,where they arrested him.
ing. Upon investigationit Vas discovered Lingg was an unconsciousinformer. He
that Mrs. Bertali had sent a young sou to
was defiant; he desire:! to conceal nothing
the drug store of J. A. Bartlett K'tr 1U cents’
reganling himself, and in his reckless
worth each of sugar of milk a, id cream
moods he disclosed many things that
of tartar. Bartlettmade a mislkke aud
were valuable. Then ^hielen squealed.
gave arsenic instead of cream of tartar.
host of conspiratorswere hunted
Mrs. Burtalimixed the drugs and a/ uinisdown by these six detectives and arrested.
tered u close to her three child renT Louis,
Assistant State’s Attorney Furthman,
aged 12; Joseph, aged 10, and Lei/a, aged
whom Schaack describes ns better than nny
0— aud also to herself. All weje soon
two detectives in the city, interviewedthe
seized with severe griping pains, anil before
prisoners daily and nightly in their native
they could send For assistance fill into
tongue, and kept a record of all their
convulsions, and were on the verge of
statements.
death when tbe husband and father chanced
to come home. Bartlett is crazed with reA lawyer walked down the street reworsi;, and had tu be carried home from the
cently,with bis length of arms taxed to
store. The mother is dead, and all three hold a lot of law-books. To him a friend,
of the children are not expected to li] e.
pointing at the books, said: “Why, I

THROUGH

involves $500,000.

out a telescope.

•Are these little silver bees of the system mere broken fragments of some
intermediateplanet, or have they l>een
separately created, ufid li ave they been
taken up with revolution and gravitation and all the rest of it, on their own
account,and for special purposes? To
answer that and many other questions
of the kind may doubtless, in American
phrase, “lick the Lick glass;” hut more
and more, as astronomical conceptions
expand, are they silently affecting morals, thoughts,and religion. We see infinity, and grasp eternity, when we look

—The Alpena City Water

Company,*

recognizing the fact that the present waterworks

and machinery were

inadequate

to*

supply the demand for water for all par-'

poses in the

city,

some time ago made ar-

rangementsfor tho erectionof a now building on the bay shore, to be used as pump

and

new

engine-house for

which will soon be put in.
is

machinery,

The

building

.'16x48feet, and the work of ronstructing

the

same

is

tion having

fast progressing, the founda-

been

laid,

and

tho brick work

j

A

Mr. Sewell and Oliver Johnson are tbe
only two men liviifgwho launched the autibluvery movement in Boston in 1832,

thought you can ied all that stuff in your
head?” “I do,” quickly replied the lawyer,
with a knowing wink; “these are for the

judges.”

]
.

:

_ •

-

forth into tlutstarry

space. The

visi-

ble universeispalpably boundless, and
implies nn invisible universe of which
it is tho shadow, the symbol, ami the

imperfect provisionalexpression. All
faiths hitherto delivered to mankind

is

progrr ssing

with commendable

Ju this building will

be

inj klit.y,

placed machinery

with sufficientpower to supply tho entire
city with good, pure wate»r,which is to

Le

brought from the bay.

have been Ptolemion,pro-scientific, — Special from Missaukee Junction :
Martin Bross, of Nonvich Township, Misbuilt on the theory — or accepting it

—

that the stars were set in heaven to light
this little O, the earth,” round which
the sun goes daily. Faith lias not vet

saukee County, is believed to have been
murdered,and officers are after his wife
awl her alleged accomplice. Brass disnp?

ventured to look through Galileo’s
peared Juno 21. Immediately after, his
“optik glass,” h»t alone the gigantic
wife and a man named Krafts tried to sell
lenses of Mr. James Lick. By and bv
his
bonse and furniture.Later they shipmankind will understand, as well as
ped
the goods, and left about the same
hear of, larger ideas. It will he better
understood why the Divine Teacher of time. The woman had a little girl, whoGalilee said : “In my Father’shouse afterward wrote from the southern part off
are many mansions." and why the wise Uie State, saying she beard it was reported
East has always insisted upon evolution
and progressivelife for all which lives,
before Darwin and Wallace were heard
of. Astronomy and religion have yet
to compare notes, and to look through
the same telesc o\wn.— London Telegraph.
popxtlab air with tie ladies— “Sweet

Buy

ai

Norwich that her

father was killed.

said she could tell somethingif sbe

She

would.

This was scratched out, and a piece of
paper pasted over it, which was removed1

Norwich. A Get man off
Norwich says he was last foil offered $100
by Mrs. Bross and Kiafte to remove her'
,
by the receiver at

husband.

WILLIAM

but such announcements were

Saturday, August

1886.

7,

Democratic County Convention.

A DemocraticCounty Conventionfor the County
of Ottawa will be held at the court bouse in the
City or
of Grand Haven, on Wednesday,August
August lltb,
1866, at one o'clock p. in. for the purpose of selecting fourteen delegatesto attend the State
DemocraticConventionto be held at Grand Rapids August 18th, 1836, and to select delegates to
attend the congressional and senatorial conventions to be hereaftercalled, and to' transact such to employ his fine abilities as an organizer.
other business as may come before the conven
His service in the cause of honesty against

.

cities

of the county will

Tweed at

Boss

V.W..

RepublicanCounty Convention.
A delegateConvention of the Republicansof
Ottawa County
will be held at the court house, in
Cot
the City of Grand Haven, on Monday, August 16th,
1886, at 11 o'clock a. m., for the purpose of electing 14 delegates to the State Convention to be
held at the City of Grand Rapids,August 25th
next; 11 delegates to the ConresslonalConven-

TURNER.

Chairman.

Secretary.
Grand Haven, July 21st, 1866.

'•mm-

As
so

life is
a

is

it,

what an Individualmakes

newspaper what

editor

enables

its

it,

trons. To do this

no

requires no donations,

it

is

of advantage to the publisher, is

attested by the best business talent our

couutry affords, an investment which

re-

more than a corresponding advan-

mits

tage to the investor.
In these days of labor discussions it

is

quite common to quote figures ot a some-

what
and

show the diswages paid for labor

startling character to

parity between the

the price received for

TEN YEARS AGO,

that labor.

Such

Among the

figures are apt to be

of special

LOW GRADE-

political

effect

If

them

we have jokes people
we

say we are nothing but rattlepates. If

we

omit jokes they say

old fossils. It we give original matter
they condemn ns for not giving selections.
,

If

we give selections peoplo say

lazy for not writing

more.

complimentary notice,

we

we

are

we give

If

a

on-the-Hudson,N.

Y.

SUI

ft a

•considerable excitement
politicalcircles

and

terest of reminiscence rather than create a

profound sensation In active circles.

He

'was of the past, a conspicuous historical
iigure, not a

man

to

whom

could turn with vital hope

the people

as

a

present

leader or a future exponent of ideas. His
eventful life caused his nsme, even within
the pest

few days, to be mentioned by

jtfCAt tup portem pi Uie 4eawr*Uc party

newspaper. It

Prepared Paints.
The local painters here claim It t<> be
the best they have ever used. Do
not buy any other before you
have examined It.

NEWS is the only 2 cent
paper in the west that is a
member of the Associated

TH/Y a sack:

Press.

It

prints all

the news.

Sow oy an news dealers at two cents per copy.
Mailed to any address, postageprepaid, for six

WALSH, DE ROO & CO.
Standard Roller Mills, Holland,Mich.

GUARANTEE
be

grouud in Pure Linseed Oil, and the necessary colors to give them the desired tint
only.
If found to contain any adulteration,
the seller is authoriasd to return the

money to

per month. AddressVictor F. Lawson,

fifty cents

The DAILY NEWS, uj
CHICAGO, ILL.
Publisher

SMOKE

CHICAGO

The

NEWS —

iT-HVE.”

Hand

HAVANA FILLED

—

is

in

America.

Van Ddben,

Secretary.

Ca
auous.
Notice la hereby given that a Republican caucus iu the township of Holland
will be held at the Townnouse in said

Township, on the 13th day of August,
A. D. 1886, at 2 o’clock p. m. for the purpose of electing delegates to the County
Republican Conventionto be held in
city of Grand Haven on the 16th day of
August, A. D. 1886.
By order of the Township Republican
Committee.
W. Dirkema, Chairman.

JUlWWKj

SONS

and Sangatt,

AND DOUGLAS.
The Staunch and Fast Steamer

Fifth Ave.,

WEEKLY
columns

8 pages, 64

the purchaser.

R. RANTERS &
Holland, Mich., May 20, 1886.

dollars per year, or for a shorter term at rate of

27-4t.

cc

is not

The CHICAGO DAILY

tfutritiousCattle

food in the market.

weekly

the largest dollar

CAPT. FRED MINIER,
Will run between Holland and Saugatuck daily, except Sunday, connecting
there with boats for Chicago.
The time of leaving Douglas is 7.00 a.
m., Saugatuck 7.30, arriving in Holland
at 9.45 a. m. Leaving Holland at 3.30 p.
m., arriving in Saugatuck at 5.80, and
Douglas at 6.00 p. m,

FAH/E 500.

Price 5 Cents.
Notice of Commissioners
on Claims.

THE STAR

STATE OF MICHIGAN,

made known
Captain.

on applica-

Freight Rates
tion to

17-tf.

.

WILLIAM DORSHEIMEK,

FAMILY PAPER.

Commissioners.

contains the latest news,
going to press :
It

THE FINE BLOODED NORMAN
STALLIONS

Secretary.

down

BILLY'S

TONSORIAL PARLORS
you can get a

Clean Shaye

A Scientific Hrircut or
Invigorating Shampoo>
at

any time.

to the hour of

HAIRDRESSING A SPECIALTY.

Agricultural,
Market,

Ladles hair cleaned ard dressed in the latest
— 1
fashion.

—

Fashion, ~

Household.

Marcus and Dick

BOO

IEL

During

These horses are

UNTIE,

Season of

the
jet

FIRST-CLASS TOILET WATER FOR SALE

Political,

Financial and Commercial,
Poetical,Humorous and

Will be at the Bale Stable of

**

W.
Holland, Mich.. March

10.

!

BAUMOARTEL.
1885.

Editorial

Departments,all under tlio direction of trained
Journalists of the highest ability. Its sixteen
pages will b« found crowded with good things
fn.m Ittginningtocnd.
< irlglnal storiesby distinguished American and

SO,

18

black, as were their ances-

tors; they have a fine pedigree and arc as yet but

foreign vrriUvsof fiction.

two years and ten months old. This Is their first

season. They are undoubtedlythe best Norman
stallionsin this part of the country andl

I

THE DAILY STAR,

nvite all

interestedIn horses to call and look them over. It
will

The Daily Star contains all the news of tho day
in an ntlrncljvcform. Its ejicciHl correspondence
by cable f'.om London. Paris, Berlin,Vienna and
Dublin is<ii commendable feature.
At Wfahington,Albany, and other news centers,
tho uuf.Bt
nio
uh^Bt corr
correspondents,
esponoemSjspeciaiiy^rciaineu
specially retained by
b^r tthe

pay you.

Holland, Mich., April 29,

lip Republican
Township

iBAtf

the celebrated

regu-

favor. It seeks the patronage of people who love country more tf\pn party.

BOONE,
1886,

Proprietor.
13-tf.

Oscar E. Yates, Chairman.

in social and

will arouse the in-

now

sells over

or

11(1 ft, Sat

II.

mittee.

H!s death caused

Have secured theageucy for

SIS

ISAAC MAR8ILJE,

Monday, August 16. 1886.
By order of the Republican city com-

G. J.

it

We guarantee our Heady Made Colon to
made of two-thirds Strictly Pure White
opinion, expressed without fear Lead aud one-third Best Selected Ziuc,

ONLY

26*4t

idea ot the canal.

are censured

The Hon. Samuel J..-Tilden died suddenly last Wednesday morning at 8:45
o’clock at his summer home at Greystone-

and

partisan. Neither is it a neutral. It is a paper of positive

GERRIT J. DIEKEMA.

we don’t all hands
List of letters remaining In the postflay we are an old hog. If we insert an
office at Holland, Mich., August 5th, 1886:
article that pleases the ladies,the men are
W. Coburn, J. J. Baker, Mr. Carneliy,
all jealous, and vice versa. If we attend
Anna Schromijen.W. F. Renson, Wm.
church people say it is for effect. If we Reeves. R. J. Dillon.
stop in our office attending to our
Wm. Verbrek, P. M.
bosiness, folks say we are too proud to
mingle with them. If we go out they
Republican Caucus.
say we do not attend to our business. If
A Republicancaucus will be held at De
we don’t pay promptly they say wo are
Gronduvrt office, on Wednesday, August
not to be trusted. If we do pay promptly 11, at 7:30 o’clock p. m. for the purpose
they say we stole the money. How would of electing delegates to the county convention, to be held at Grand Haven, on
you like to be an editor?
J. Tllden.

!

evidenced

is best

County of Ottawa,
A Newspaper supportingthe Principles
Probate Court for 8 aid Count v
of a Democratic Administration,
Estate of Robert B. Best. Deceased
PublishedIn the City of New York.
The undersignedhaving been appointedby the
Judge of Probate of said County, Couinilssioiiers
on Claims in the matter of said Estate, and six
months from the sixth day of July, A. D. 1886
Editor and Proprietor.
have been allowed by said Judge of Probate, to all
persons
having
claims
against
said
Estate,
In
Daily,
Sunday,
and Weekly Editions.
The views of Mr. Houseman on this
which to present their claims to us for examinasubject have long been entertainedby ation and adjustment.
Notice is hereby given, that we will meet on
many prominent people in this part of the Saturday, the fourth day of September,A. D. 1886,
state as the most feasible and tlje route and ou Friday, the sixth day of January, A. D,
A SIxtoon-page Newspaper, Issued
1897, at nine o'clock A. M., of each dav, at the
the shortest of any that could be selected. office of Gerrit J. Dlckema, in the City of Holland
every Wednesday.
In said county, to receive and examine such claims.
In a future number of the News we will
A cloim, pure, bright and Interesting
Dated, August 2nd. A. D. 1886.
give facts in support of Mr. Houseman’s

for being partial. If

Death of Hon. Samuel

SCO,, Prop's.

Kills

THE WEEKLY STAR, A Good

are nothing but

and Jk.oo.

Prepared

The CHICAGO DAILY
NEWS is an INDEPEND-

STOCK and HOGS ENT

is

for

eta.

F0Sra,|lMj

bined.
FOB feeding

Tbe cheapestaud most

deep water, and I do not think we
would meet many obstacles on the route.
— if you like it. If it contains much To give the river the proper depth would
political matter people will cot have It. entail a great deal more expense on acIf the type is large it don’t contain much count of dredging necessary. And then
when we attained that it would be hard to
reading matter. If we publish telegraphic
tell how long it would be in a good condireports people say they are nothing but tion. Yes, to dig a canal is the cheapest
lies. If we omit them they say we have and the most feasible.’ ”

it for a burn.

Price 50

1

150,000 papers a day,— a larger circulation than that of all
other Chicago dailies com-

opinions expressed we fine

v Editing a newspaper is a fine business

jsK:aw

Try

Paints

has succeeded in the

larly prints

the great lakes

“Julius Houseman— ‘The cheapest plan
to dig a canal from here to Black lake
erery item of his expense, and the matter which is a distance of but sixteen to eighof so regulating wages as to do justice to teen miles. It would certainly bo the better plan and would give the most service
his employes without imperiling his comand be of the greatest value. This canal
mercial standing is a constant perplexity.
should have a sufficientdepth to admit
The price of labor is only one of several ships of from 10 to 12 feet draft. I do
items entering into the calculation of the not think the locking of the river is a
good plan. By a canal built to Black
cost of a manufactured article.
lake we are placed into connection with

it

in the fact that*it

city. It further says:

competition that exists in all kinds of

\

cut. r

highest-priced contemporary.
This has been its ideal. How

^ilvcrtiscmmts.

inter-

canal.’”

a scald,

it for

tone and character as pure
and healthful as its best and

Special Offer a standard

“Capt. Daniel W. Lockwood, of the
ceptive. Few workingmen employed in United States engineer’s office.— 'There is
no question about it. We must dig a
factory work realize how much is involved
canal. With the fall we have we cannot
in the expenses of an establishment. Heat, dredge the river deep enough. Even
light, oils, taxes, insurance, interest, the we could it would shoal up, aa all streams
raw material itself, bad debts, and thou- will do. The low water mark is down to
four and one-half feet now. We are
sand and one things, many of little controubled with sand banks, and even
sequencein themself but all combining to they were removed they would be there
form a surprisingly large total, confront again next year. But everythingwill deevery man who carrieson a business that pend on the report made by the party who
will make the survey of the proposed
gives employmentto others. The sharp

enterprise,or suppress

Try

complete, its editorial discussion as able, and its general

Holland, Mich., July 21, 188G.

•misleading because they are as a rule de-

no

‘ankle joint, and for

actual attainment of so high

the following:

business forces the employer to watch

to

had rheumatism which

I

s$sa£.Ks,x“E‘,:

on

CHICAGO DAILY NEWS

well

from various sides for
some years, and appropriationsto the
amount of $50,000 have been secured at
different times to dredge Grand river, and
have been expended for that purpose.
Another plan of water communication exists, however— that of digging a ship
canal from here to the lake— and it has
the approval of many public spirited men.
By the passage of the river and harbor
bill in congress an appropriation for the
survey of a route and an estimate of the
cost will be secured. The old and new
plan will be compared and the most feasible one will be adopted.”

the product of

shoulder

December 26th, 1875, The

las been discussed

act of charity, hut a remunerativein-

From

it for

the

For further information apply to
Henry Koenigsberg.

Grand Rapids since it concerns the

“A communication with

vestment of money on the part of patrons.

What

that the appropriation is
est to

vital interests of that

ple facilities for meeting the wants of pa-

Weatuerwax. Sec’y.

a pain,
a strain.

it for

yieided to nothing but Thomas’ Eclectric

be held In

Revival Meetings will

The Democrat then continues by stating

included. An ample support
proprietor to afford more am-

V.

three months

surveyed to see what

the canal will cost. If that canal can be
built, and it will be some day, it will be
a great thing for Grand Rapids and the
territoryalong the proposed route.”

patrons make

its

MRS. A.

was founded. It was the pioDuring July and August we will sell all neer of low-priced journalism
A New Waterway.
our Trimmed Hats at 50 cents on the dol- in the west. From the first
ar for cash, and all other Millinery Goods
Under the above bending the Grand at 25 per cent discount. Will close every the controlling conviction of
Rapids Democrat of Thursday morning evening at 0 o’clock until September.
its managers has been that a
25-tf. L. & S. Van den Berg.
publishes the opinions of some of the
“cheap paper” should be
eadlog citizensand shippers of the Yalcheap
only in price; that its
For Sale or To Rent.
ey City iu regard to a proposed canal to
The premises at present occupiedby W. news should be as fresh and
Lake Michigan. The article commences

territory

Try
Try

£pcfial $0ti(C{s.

27-2t.

want the

gins;:

aminers.

......

geo. w. mcbride.

Thomas’ EclectricOil is the best thing
going, pa says. Cured him of rheumatism
and me of earache-two drops.— Master
Horace Brenizer, Clinton, Iowa.

be required.
For firstgrade. Algebra and English Literature.
Only third grade certificateswill be granted at
special sessions of the Board.
By order of the County Board of School Ex-

1

D.

29, at Grand Haven.
Each session will open promptly at 9 a. in. 1 he
Board request that ail applicants be providedwith
certificatesof good moral character.All grades
are requested to be prepared for examinatiouin
school law. For second grade, in addition to
other branches, bookkeeping and philosophy will

man.

tion of the Fifth District, to be held in the City of
Grand Radids, August 19th next; to elect delegates
to the Senatorial *Convention, hereafter to be
called, and to elect a new county committee,and
for the transactionof such other businessas may
properly he brought before the convention.
In accordance with a resolution adopted by
b the
county committee, July 20th, A. D. 1886, the
the several towns and cities will bo entitledto delegates
aa follows:
Allendale 6, Blendon 3, Chester 3, Crockery 5.
<»* 'oHowin* brief interview with
Georgetown 6, Grand Haven township 2: Grand
Haven City. 1st ward 4. 2d ward 3, 3d ward 7, 4th Cungressman Comstock:
i
ward3; Holland township 11; Holland City, let
"I have secured appropriations for Sauward 2, 2d ward 2. 3d ward 4, 4th ward ; Jamestown 5, Olive 5, Polkton 12, Robinson 1, Spring gatuck, Black Lake and Grand Haven and
Lake 12, Tallmadgo6, Wright 6, Zeeland 12.
for a survey for a canal from the lake to
The Township Committeemen ate requested to
Grand
Rapids. It is useless to expend
call caucuses in good time and see that the
th delegaany more money dredging Grand river,
tions are filled.
By order of Committee.
t fills up as fast as It is takeu out. I

GEO.

Special, Sept. 24, at Coopersville.

Histdty, in the Grove on the Lake Shore at Ventura,
calm of distant years, will do that justice commencing Sabbath morning August 15,
at 10:30 o’clock, and will continue to
to his honored name which some men are
S ibbaih evening, August 22. Three meetdisposed to withholdfor the present. The ings will be held each day. All who wish
fact that he never sat in the presidential Zion well, are invited to attend.
Tiiob. R. Rible.
chair does not lessen his fame.

Grand Haven, July 20jh. 1896.

it for toothache,
it for backache.

Try

Regular,Oct.

a latter period prepared the

ambition of any

Chairman.

IT.

jSSSKa,
Try

Special, Aug. 25. at Grand Haven.

way

R.A.HYMA,
Secretary,SEELY,

ADD TRY

IT

Special, Aug. 18th, at Zeeland.

P. S.—
are requested to meet at 7 o’clock p. m.

be entitledto delegates as follows
for inevitable recognitionand his
Allendale 2, Blendon 1, Chester 4, Crockery 4
Georgetown 4, Grand Haven township 1, Robinson work from 1874 to the time the electoral
2, Talmsdge
11, Holland
ufi*5, Grand Haven City
commission decided adversely to bis
township5, IlsllandCity 7, Jamestown 4. Olive 4
Polkton6, Spring Lake o.Wrighf6, Zeeland 6.
cause was brilliant enough to satisfy the
By order of Committee.
:

BUY

cates.

Democratic City Committee
Menders of the City Committee

tlon.

The several towns and

Notice to Teachers.
The Ottawa County Uoaui uf aChooi Examiners
will meet at the following named times and places
during the summer and lall of 1886, for the purpose of examiningapplicants for teacher’scertifi-

raerily

Notice is hereby given that n Demoindicative of a lack of suitable directors cratic caucus will be held at the office of
of general sentiment within those party Isaac Fairbanks, Esq., on Monday, Aug.
lines. The public had long since ceased 9th, 1880, at 8 p. m., for the purpose of
electingseven delegates to attend the
to rely on him, because of his failing county convention to be held at Grand
physical powers. Mr. Tilden’s career be
Haven on August lltb, 1880. for the purfore the people began in 1845, when he pose of selecting fourteendelegates to attend the state convention to be held at
was elected to the New York assembly;
Grand Rapids, August 18th, 1880, and to
but his private success iu the practice o
select delegates to attend the congressionlaw eclipsed his political record until in al and senatorial conventions to be here18CG, when he was once more called upon after called.

ROGERS, Editor.

H.

Canons

as a possib’e candidate for the presidency,

HOLLAND CITY NEWS.

fisldsan searea, bat tbfte who write to
Stinm *Ga, Portland, Matas, will recdTO
fna, full InfonfiaUon about work which
tb«y eao do, and Urt at homa,tbat wfll pay
tham foots to fS par day. Some havo
earned orartSOtna day. Either aa*. young or old. Capital
not required. You an started foa. Tbosa who dart at oaca
an absolutelysart of hoc UtUa fortooca, Allbnaw.

It* litcrnVy

features are unsurpassed.

The Financial and Market Reviews

Ml

ore

unusually

and complete.

Special terms and extraordinary InduceI cuts to agents and canvassers.
Send for circulars.
i

-.1

I

Army isjnCamp”

Uiuhsof

Jit’S.

SMOKE THEM

.

Tea...

'ft

I::;:::::::::::::::::::"
............. ....
ilw of Fifteen (and one extra to organizer).. 15 00

i

TERMS OF THI DAILY STAR
day for one year
iy. without Sunday,

•« v

.

A'tdrm,

Iron Shelves and AirTight Locks. Great variety. For flunllles,grocers
and hotel* Prices low.

^ BV*
to

(includingSunday) . „ .17
one you .............. 6
C.. • TV day, six months ..................
..... 8
1 ) >..y. without Sunday, six months ............
8

.

1
!

: «

'r year ........

••

BLOM,

ed, Tripl* Wallxd.

d and
and
Fillsd
TERMS OF THI WEEKLY STAR to Bcb- Charcoal
Metal Lined, making
PtinBRs, ran or postage in tho United States
- “Walls
- In
‘ all.
1L Bolli
Bolld
Five
Canada, outside the limits of New York City

-THE-

C.

THE LEONARD
Clkanablx, with Mov-A
able Flues, Solid Ash,
Carved and Ornament-

00
00
50
00

For&dsty

THE STAR,1* R. Ranters & Sons

To and SB North William St, New York*

Little ThiJfes.

and re-ground.The

rays ofiunshlno.

Little

Little

flour is then separated

and carried to the lowest grade. —77w
Western Plowman. '

drops of sweat,

Make the

_

of the dust room are afterwardsreturned

etlflfened linen

Very limp and wet.

who were

here last

Bigger bills, you bet.
corsage lacings,
shoes so tight,

Mqke the reigning beauty
Very tired at night.

from his stable last Sunday nigbt, and

of littlesalaries

So against the seaside
Boldly they Inveigh,

The Manufacture of Flour.

In theory the making of

flour from

and though there is such

is simple,

a maze of machinery in the mill
all quite

it

is after

easy to understand, at least in

do
is to make the wheat clean. As it comes
to the mill it contains oats, corn, weed
general principles. The first thing to

seeds of various kinds, smutty wheat etc.,

which must be taken out before the
wheat goes to the rolls.
all of

The first thing to be taken out is the
wire which comes from the harvester.
This wire, which was used in binding the
wheat, is cut by the threshing machine
into fine pieces,which

it

seemed apparent-

out. But a bright
that does it
and does not miss a wire. The machine
is comparatively simple and consists
ly Impossibleto get

man

invented

a machine

mainly of sheet zinc, at the lower under
edge of which
this sheet the

is

stream, and as

wire

magnets. Over

& row of

wheat passes in
it

thin wide

a

passes the magnets the

by them. A scraper
edge and scrapes them

is held fast

passes along this
all off to

one

8.03 ••

s

30
wC.

was found

nel.

The wheat

is

now

and passes to the

ready for grinding,
first

reduction rolls.

There are eight sets of these in the mill
placed side by side. The rolls on these
are of corrugated

iron. The

first machine

having eight corrugations on the

rolls, the

.

-

four to the sixth, which has twenty-elght.
In passing
is

through the

first

rolls the

wheat

cracked, the dirt in the crease released,

and some flour made.

The

cracked wheat

now

I ALCOTT.
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Holland, Mich., May

A •2.05pm
Onuta ..... 1.13 •*
•••An Train ... 1145 ••

Lv Marq’ttel

+5.

18S6.

13,

15-3m.

S3.00

No. 8.

1.

30pm
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Buys One Dozen

•

.

-

1

'
*
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AT-
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*

ALLEN,

K.W.

1

FROM HOLLAND TO CHICAGO.
Nl’t
TOWNS.

_

.

-

r8t

-«•*-

-

-

n.m. p.m. ptm. a.

Hollaud ........
Grand Junction.
Bangor ..........

10
11
11
1

Benton Harbor
Buffalo .....

2
5

Chicago ........

20
37
57
25
25
13

1

2
2

3
4

6

30 12 00
18 l 15
30 1 35
13 2 35
03 4 05
41) 7 45

~

in.

00
8 05
9
12

80

MONROE

GRAND RAPIDS.

ATTENTION

3

(X)

Woodsmen.

_FKOM CHICAGO TO HOLLAND.
a.m. p.m ptm. a.m.

Chicago .........
Bulla'o....
Benton Harbor.
Bangor ..... ____
Grand Junction.

9
11

New

.

12

;

Holland .....

8T.,

Farmers and

00

1
2

00
35
30
45
00
05

3 55 9 55
6 10 12 30
6 57 1 50
7 48 2 55
8 0. ) 3 17
8 50 1 35

7 25
15
1 45
2 55
5 20

10

Oak Slave Bolts, 30 inches long.

srirajassi-1™-'

8
p tn. p.m. a.m. p.m.

_ntu.M Holland to okavd RAPID8

»I2J:

Mall. Kxp Exp. Kxp. Exp.

p.m. p.m. a.m. a.m. p m.

Holland .......
Zeeland .....

05 8 50 t4 45 10 05
3 13
4 56 10 20
3 55 9 30 5 45 11 00
3

GranoRapide

*

5 45
5 55
6 35

FROM GltAND RAPIDS TO HOLLAND.
a.

Grand Rapids

.....

Zeeland .......
Holland ........

i-ltuM
Holland .....
Grand Haven

or making contractsor

or to Q.

Van

A.

C.

9 00 12 50 11 00 4 45
9 52
1142 3 27
10 05 1 30 11 50 5 35

HOLLAND iu MUSKEGON
a m. p.m.

10 15
u ai
Ferrysburg ........
11 05
Muskegon , 3rd street 11 30
.......

a.

p.m. p.m.
Muskegon, 3rd street 1 40 12 25
Ferrysburg.
2 05 19 47
Grand Haven... ... 2 10 12 50
.

3

«fc Sons*

5 40
8
6 25 9
6 30
9
7 10 10

00

p.m.
7 45
8 07
8 10
1 25 8 45

55
35
38
05

*

store.

p.m.

Proprietor

Raalti
of—

Lifer; and Sale Stable

MARKET

a.m. p.tm.
850 10 05
9 17 10 35
9 22 10 45
10 05 11 39

Van

—

m. p.m. P- m.

05 530
3 43 630
3 47 6 40
4 15 T 15
3

FROM MUSKEGON TO Hmr *vn

Holland..

Putten

further in-

m. p.m. ptm. p.m.

STREET.

Hacks for Weddings,
Parties

Privati

and Receptions.

FROM HOLLAND TO ALLEGAN
P.m,

Holland....
Fillmore.
Hamilton
.

Allegan

ho
10

3

.,

a.m

05

320

3

.

4

30
05

Hearse and Carriages
FOR FUNERALS.

10

25
10 33
11 05

a-

.

m

PICTUHFS3'0.!!!!
?LD 8,"d VALUABLE
iK/ it RES and have them copied and
enlarged. Call and examine my work
whether you wish any done or not
Remember the name and number

5

Bucklen's Arnica Salve.
ALLEGAN TO HOLLAND
The best salve in the world for Cuts,
Mix
Jruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum, Fever
m. p.m. a.m.
at 7-30 Ref°rraed Church- 0,1 Thursday,
bores, Tetter, Chapped Hands. Chilblains, Allegan
9 05! 4 30 11 25
Hamilton
9 371 5 05 2 15
Hope Reformed Church-Servicesat ^orns, and all skin eruptions, and positive- Fillmore.
9 47 | 5 18 2 SO
10:30 a. m. and :30 p.
Sunday school y cures Piles, or no pay required. It is Holland
10 05 5 30 I 0(1
guaranteed
to
give
perfect
satisfaction,
or
at l„
1 oung People’s meeting at 0:30.
p m
Rev. Thomas Walker Jones, Pastor, money refunded. Price 25 cents per box.
subjects: Morn up, "Women gazing at For sale by Yates & Kane, Holland,and
Ihe cross.” Evening, ••The reward of a A. De Kruif, Zeeland. Midi.
ln ,he Uul,«» Matey und
—
good choice.
Congregational singing.
For lame back, aide or chest, nee Shiloh'sPorous
Opening anthems by the choir. Weekly I latter. Price 25 cents. For sale by Yates & Kane
<••
Agtpraise and prayer meeting Thursday at
Shiloh's Couch and Consumption Cure is sold
p. m. All are welcome.
Third Reformed Church— Rev D &r“,;,rbA5,TAVlcur“
$cir SUU'crtiacincnts.
7

CITY.

Copying and Enlarging-

p.m. p.m. a.m p.m.

.

.

THE

SPECIAL RATES TO CLEBS. CLASSES, ETC.

103

Mall Exp. Exp. Mix.

Repairs
directed to lower wells at a cost of ten

New

IN

JACKSON’S GALLERY

Taking Effect Sunday, July 25, 1880.

—Adopted.
Committee on Buildings and

^e^ormed Church, services at
I'in V1”, ?Dd 3 p- “• 8unday School
J:30 Weekiy prayer meeting with the
oa

Chicago and West Michigan Railway.

mer.

Tl-0 Button-.

Grand Rapid*,

|

A.JUT80N.

_

St,1

KQLAL TO THE BEST MADE

.

Holland, August 2, 1880.
Board met in regular sessiou. Present:
Plate. ...The recent rains are doingmuchto make Mayor McBride, inspector Beach, De Roo,
the farmers jubilant. The prospect for late crops ami "i ales. Inspector De Roo chairman.
are good. ...J. Fisher was called to Bravo, Mich.,
Committee on Teachers reported that
to the bedside of his mother, Mrs. C. E. McCarly, Miss Boles bad declined and recomwho was very III but is now better, Mr. Fisher mended (be engagement of Miss L. Rea-

Monday.

103 Monroe

-**

Mrs. Hassett.her’aunt... .Mr. Jas. Ryder and C.
W. Ilassettban* gone to the sonth part ot the

m

.

1

.

The Best

livery in the City.

GIVE ME A CALL!
A. C. VAN RAALTE.
Holland, Mich., April 1, 1886. 9 lyr

-

’

-

</.

-

i

second twelve, each one increasingby

No.

R. R

OrrE ME A TRIAL

FMl Jackson’s Gallery,

m

^

n

W-. fl. AM.

Ui

1

is in the crease of the ker-

Sc?
t -

+8.30am Lv Houghton A
+7.80pm
• .. L’Anne.-v. 6.10 “
• •• Republic..,. 5 20 "
..Ishpeming... 3.50 "
.. Neguunee... 3.38 “
A MarquetteLv 3.00 “

3
i s

SCAN THESE CLOSELY.

what

GENERAL BRAYING.

3

10.00pm
-...Hancock.,.tfi.lOam

expected.

.

dirt left is

11

A

Calumet..

.

Lake Shore.

on the inner

Lv..

up.

-

Mn. Editor :_I am sorry if my debts dollars.
The salaries of the Te teller’sand Supersurface ot which are pressed cavities, or worry Jim Shaw, they seem to turn his
'I >9 yerj differentwith Jim
intendent were fixed as follows: Supt.
dents, if wo may coll them so, just large
nf n?iiihe ls a,,f,.,ld,0tf
bappy-tfo-ensy sort $1,000; Room No. 1, $400; No. 2, $350,
enough to hold wheat, but not large of a fellow, and his debts have never seemet Jno. 3, $350; No. 4, $300; for 5, G, 7, 8,
enough to hold the oats or corn. The to worry him. In fact their debts are not 10, 11, $275 each; No. 9 and 12, $300 each;
wheat passes into the cylinder, drops into near as arge us they would have been if they Ward school $350. Teachers with less
could have beeu able to have obtained than one year’s experience to receive $225
these cavaties and is carried up the side of
a new engine according to calculations. until completionof one full year.
the cylinder. A stationary brush, which
Thresher talks about “honor among
Committee on School Furniture reported
just touches the side of the cylinder, and
oh.re.9h«fs- : Now, you are just a green the purchase of two globes, oue pencil
lad in the business, and have not the ex- sharpener.— Adopted.
is placed part way up, catches all of the
perience of the “two Jims.” You can
Bill of Yates ifc Kune amount $8.90 was
oats and corn that may have been earned
earn all of tbe^ronks and tprns from presented and allowed.
so far, and drops them down to the them. How LdMlandle tough, ropy, straw
Committee on Teachers directed to rebottom of the cylinder. Further up, or as by dropping the concave. Sylvester says port consignment of Teachers at next
that a broom went through the “starved meeting.
soon as the cylinder has turned so far, the
Committee on Claims and Accounts
wheat drops, and is caught on a system of r?.08lPD ’ und came oul aU °- k., handle and
all. Frobablv the teeth were like hen’s were directed to make annual settlement.
sieves like a fanning mill. This one de- teeth-few and scattering. . .Wheat does
Adjourned for oue week.
scriptionis sufficientfer our purpose, not turn out as well as expectedwhere we
0. E. Yates, Sec’y.
which is only to show t iat the wheat is have been threshing on the North Holland
road. Theitraw isheayy and the berry
made perfectlyclean before grinding.
plump, but the yield is only from fifty to
The cockle separatoris made on the seventy-five bushels where they expected
one hundred. Oats is a very short crop
Benows Her Youth.
same principle as the oat separator, the
c?
r8ea90n exceP* 00 very low ground.
.
Mrs. Phoebe Chesly, Peterson, Clay
main difference being that as the cockle F. L. Souter has been engaged by LamCo., Iowa, tells the following remarkable
seed is smaller than the wheat the, “dents” oreux & Workman, as traveling salesman,
atory, the truth of which is vouched for
are made smaller so as to hold the cockle selling their new Vindicator Fanning Mill by the residents of the town: “I am 73
They are the “boss” mill and Fred, can years old, have been troubled with kidney
and other small seeds and leave the wheat.
sell them if any one can for he has had
The next machine is the Smutter, where plenty of experience. .. .Arthur Carrier complaintand lameness for many years;
could not dress myself without help. Now
all the smut is taken from the wheat. lost his last cow on the 31st of July with
I am free Irom all pain and soreness,and
The last machine is the Becker brush in the peculiar disease which wo have here am able to do all my own bousework. I
on the “Lake Shore” among our cattle.
owe myjhanks to ElectricBitters for
which the wheat passes through brushes He lost ihe others in the spring
having renewed my youth, and removed
that take off the dirt, rubs off the “fuzz”
N. W. Ogden.
completelyall diseases and pain.” Try
on the kernel and makes it as clean as ills
Church Items with the Services for a bottle, only 50 cents, at Yates & Kane’s
drug store.
possible to make whole wheat. The only
Ao-morrow.
is a large cylinder

READ

188.3.

23,

4.05 "
3.35 "
•
-MuniMug. .. 12.05 “ 2 30 »
10.30 •*
3.44 •*
few of our larmers have finished threshiug. but
The Clerk reported an estimate for grading 12.20pm 4.50 “ • • ReedsboroS 11.47am 2 00 "
.SeneyS..... 10.40 “ 12.05 "
Cedar street, between the center of Twelfth street 1.45 “
the yield is not as good, on the average, as was
5.50 “ • • Dollarvlllc.. 9.56 "
11.00 "
and the center of Sixteenth street, with a state2.03 “
5.57 “
Mister “E."
ment of the expenie to be paid from the general 4.15 •' 7.25 “ • Newberry. .. 9.50 •• 10.30 "
..... 1'altns ..... 8.31 “
8.15 "
fund on propertyabutting on said part of said
5.00 •• 7.46 *•
..... Morau .....
Johnsville,
8.11 “
7.42 “
Ledar strentaccording to section 5 of Title XIX of
5.50 “
8.15 “ • • St. Ignace4..
7.45
“
7.00 ••
Mr. Travatt, a former resident of this place, was tne City Charter.— Laid ou the table to be taken
9.00 “ AMack. C'v5 Lv
7.00
“
up under order of unfinished business.
hare on business last week. ...Mr. F. Ragalen
it
VTa M. (J. or <!].
J5
By Aid. De Roo—
having purchased a new engine is running his
R- & I. Roads
Resolved, That the sum of $200.00be loaned
A
Connections.
threshing macblBc to its fullestcapacity... The
^ i •3
„ < < 3
wheat in this section Is turning out much better .t“»?a,rtiin4,e‘dndp'aM'1,o,h°
9 30pm Lv Mack. Cy A
6 15am
6
15am
A Bay City Lv 10 25pm
than predicted by farmers,both in quality and
Aid. Bangs moved that the report,profile, and
5 c E o 7 40 •• * Saginaw C’y “ 8 35 “
quantity....Some of our neighbors east of us re- estimates of the city surveyor ou the grading of
10 80 “
‘ Gel. Rapids ** 5 05 “
cedar street, between the center of Twelfth street
cently indulged iu a pugilisticencounter accord1 40pm
‘ Kalamazoo
and the center of Sixteenthstreet, submittedto
2 15 '•
ing to Marquis of Queensbury rules. They came the Common council May 25th, 1886, and the re- s = s = :0 40am ‘ Ft. Huron “ 4 10*'
10 50 “
Detroit
•*
6 05 "
up In good shape until one of them took a notion port of the city clerk on the said part of said
.5 * c
8 10pm
Buffalo •* 9 00am
street, submitted this evening, be taken from the
to adjourn the case Indefinitely. The other ob7 45 ••
‘ Toronto * 9 13 "
table.— Adopted.
8 18am * Montreal••
? • c
,cctcd and in the squabble tore nearly all his
8 00pm
Aid. Do Roo moved that the reports be placed In
2 20pm
Quebec
' 2 30 *•
clothes off, but he finally got away and ran for dear
he order of unfinished business for the next meet1 00am ’ New York •*
6 00 “
5 2X
ing ol the common council -Adopted.
life, leaving most of his clothes behind.... Mr.
2 55pm
Boston
3 00 "
Council
adjourned.
Barrows Indulgesin a new sign informingthe
Geo. H. Step, City Ctc::
people that he is dealing in general merchandise.
and^Canadf'1nl^,h,*,<r^in®^,na
and*!*© ad Eastern
....Miss Olden, of Grand Rapids, is visiting reBoard of Education
lative here..., Miss Ilassett, of Chicago, is visiting

The wheat now passes to the oat separator. This

—

M.H.&O.R.R.

«
M

The Street Commissionerreported for (he month
9.J0 *•
of July, 1896. -Filed.
11.00 "
*
-a
of course, took It out by mistakefor a drive, and
The following bills having been approved by the a a 12.10pm
12.25 ••
promptlyreturned it when the mistake was dis- uoaru of Water Commissionen were directed to •
1.00 “
the Common Council for payment, viz: American
covered !.... Six of our villagers make a safe iu
express Co., express on packing. * .50; P. Winter,
No.
4.
No. 2
vestment everv year by subscribing for the salary as engineer at water works, $50.00; J.Beusalary as engineer at water works, $50.00;
Mws, but where are the otberniuety and nine; kema,
u. h. W erkman,42 feet of steam wood, 11.65.
t7.0)am 1.40pm
Better read your own than your neighbor's paper.
8.25 *• 2.30 ••
The Clerk reportedcontract and bond of A. L.
9.05 »
...Thursday, morning gave us a refreshing shower Holmes for approval.-Referred
2.50 ••
to the Committee
10.00 “
3.25 “
and the grass again looks qujte green....Quite a on W ays and Means with power to act.

returned

side.

15am

+7.

e

loose on the road on Monday morning; somebody,

wheat

Dec.

MINERAL
RANGE R. R

duly, 1686.— Filed.

Cannot go away;

Mover of

V*E8T,

Taking Effect

HEAT) DOWN.

The Committee on Poor reported presentlmr the
semi-monthlyreport of the Directorof the Poor
ami
said committee,recommending $23.00 for the
Chicago on Friday ... F. B. Oti*. azent for the
support of the poor for the two weeks ending AuAmerican Bible Society,is distributingand selling
gU8t 18ih, 1686, and having renderedtemporary
blbles in our vicinity; he is a studentat Olivet H d to the amount of $4.00 -Adopted and warrants
College in our state.... Mr. Menken hasflulsheda ordered issued on the city treasurerfor the several
amounts.
second wagon for Lamoreus& \Verkman.... A
JhSjy Treasurerreportedfor the month of
horse belonging to Mr. G. Zaaimlnk was taken

Lots of big mosquitoes,

Men

—

.

TIKE TABLE.

east.*

on the city treasurer for the several amounti.

week, have been to Grand Rapids and leave for

-

Sheets with sea damp wet,

Little

Railroad,

The only Direct Route between the East and the
Ipper Peninsula of Michigan. 0

Oraafschap,
Mr. and Mrs. 8. Jolderema,

Little

I.

OUT AROUND.

•

On the upward glide,
Cause a mighty movement
Toward the ocean side.
pillows,

ALCOTT,

|01Ul,5.

& Xaptta

Dttroit,Hackitac

Littlebeads of mercury,

Little bits of

I»tl

-

Canada

Genuine Cyclon
1

8

going ou In the stock of

Dry Goods & Groceries
it

the store of

mOFf

goes to the Broek, Pastor Services at 9 :30 a. mi, and
Card.
Sunday School at 8:45 p. m.
a wire J p.
Prayer meeting, Thursday evening at 7 -SO
To all who are suffering from the errors
cloth called a Scalper. All the flour made
Subjects:Morning, “Original Sin-its and indiscretionsof youth, nervous weakis taken out, the dirt of course going with guilt and pollution.” Afternoon, “An ness, early decay, loss of manhood, &c., I
-FOR THE
Diess Goods, Table Linen
it. This is the lowest grade of flour angel sent to rebuke the people at Boe8 rec*Pe toot will cure you,
him.”
FREE OF CHARGE. This graet remedy
made, and is scarcely fit for bread, though
Skirts, Hosiery, White Good
First Church, Rev. E. Bos, Pastor.- was discovered by a missionary in South
it is sometimes used for that purpose.
Etc., In endless variety.
Servtces at 9:30 a. m., and 2:00 p. m. Sun- America Send a self-addressed envelop,
The cracked wheat now goes to the dav school at 3:4.5. Subjects:Morning, \o the Rev. Joseph T. Inman, Station D.
A full and complete line of
20-ly.
Failh in referenceto Death.” After- New York
second rolls, where it is cracked finer than
The only English paper in the Southnoon,
“The
threefold
office
of
Christ.”
em
part
of
Ottawa
County.
before, and again to a second “scalper,”
ShUoh’s Vitallzerla whatjou need for ConatlEvening, Prayer meeting.
where the next to the lowest grade of
Holland Christian Ref. Church— Serflour is taken off. This wheat then passes
bottle.For sale by Yates & Kane.
always on head.
vices at 9:30 a. m., 2:00 and 7 p. m.
in succession through the rolls and
Methodist EpiscopalChurch-Rev. H. D
of all kinds Neatly and.. Promptly exc- I have the agency in this cit
scalpers at the fifth, a portion of flour Jordan, Pastor. Services at 10:30 a. m.
cuted.—
--- —
for the celebrated
being taken out by the scalpers each time. and 7:30 p. m. Sunday school at 12 m.
Itch, Prairie Mange, and Scratches of
Class-meeting
at close of morning service,
The coarser parts or “middlings” are
every kind cured in 30 minutes by Wooland "J7 P- m. Teachers meeting Friday ford’s Sanitary Lotion. Use no other
now taken to a purifierwhere all the imat 7:30 p. m. Prayer-meeting Thursday This never tails. Sold by Kremers &
puritiesare blown out. The purified mid- evening at 7 :30 p.m. All the seats are free.
Bangs, Druggists, Holland, Mich. 6 ly
These lamps are a great in
dlings are now ready to be ground into
Grace Episcopal Church— Rev. George
provement on all other lamj;
flour. This is done by passing them be- S. Ayres, Rector. Divine Service every sM-?
rklDS C«-ngh cnn be ,0 (la,ck|3r cure<t by
Shiloh g Care. Me guarantee it. For sale by
alternateSunday, 1st, 3rd and 5th. Morn- Tates & Kane.
both as to quantity of o
tween procelain rolls after which the proineServloe at 10.30; Evening Service at
Dy^pep*1*tod Ltrcr Comduct passes to the bolts and the flour passes
used and the amount of ligh
7.30; Sunday School at 12
Holy you 01 sh,lob 8 Vltalhceri? guaranteedto cure
through leaving still a portion to be Communion at 10.30 a-, m., and Children’s
they give. Call an<
ground again.. This last part is ground Service at 3.15 p. m. on the first Sunday
Dr. Flagg’s Family Ointment.
see them.
The Mott Delightful
of each month. All are invited to attend.
with Bubrs and bolted.
Strangersespecially welcome. “O WorNever fails to soothe and heal cuts,
* At the sixth reduction,with the iron
JMP *he Lord in the Beauty of Holiness,” burns, bruises,flesh wounds, inflamation,
Good* delivered free of
rolls, the bran is separated and carried to Pa. 96-9.
pralns, pimples, chilblains, salt rheum,
.
B. WYNHOFF.
2*H<»S»8«m«. Low sms.
chapped lips or hand?, frost bites, cold
the bran duster where the most of the
Holland. June 14. 1888 ‘
»our Trip# p#r W##k Between
ComouL.)
sores, sore nipples, and all diseases and
flour adhering to the bran is separated and
DETROIT AND MACKINAC
Common Council.
eruptions of the skin. Yodno Ladies—
carried to the lowest grade orflour, the
And Brtry Week Dey Between
DiAFlagg’sFamily Ointment will remove
Houakd, Mich., Aug. 3, 1886.
»n<1 hu (in
bran being carried to a room to be made
all pimples, blackheads, freckles and
ItaoM uolrcml uusli
DETROIT AND CLEVELAND
other blemishes from your face, leaving
ready for shipment.
Jd wuCoc.TM:?irThL x.yT1''
WMSsSsrov
the akin toft, smooth, and beautiful. No
While going through the process of
Ghjuwoo the bn*
11 PictupfliquflMiokinto,” llluitnfed.
family will be without it after testing Ita
the publicend now real
purifying in the middlingspurifiera porContelne Ten Pertleulere. lUUedfne.
marvelous
soothing
and
healing
proper•Me
the leediag lU
proved?6* °f tl*o last meeting were read and apdowofther’" ’
ties. Sold by druggistsfor 25 cents or
tion of the flour is carried along with the
Detroit & Cleveland Steam Nav. Co.
mailed on receipt of price, by the
impurities to the dust room. The contents
William’s M’fg Co., Cleveland, O.
c' 0* WBt??e
VlcX"*F or sale at the drug store of H. Walsh.

A

m.

upper story, where it passes over
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BETTER THINGS.
BT OEOBOB MACDONALD.

dismay that I was taking cold, and
as I stood theie rubbing the mud off from

felt in

her hand fnll of mail matter, and tore open favored my theory; she had undoubtedly
a paper before reaching the door. I hoped taken cold on that fatal day when she reshe would carelessly drop the wrapper. fused to walk under my providential umBut she was either too orderly to litter the brella, and, being, perhaps, of a consumpfloor, or, being in a public place, too dis- tive family, with inherited germs of that
creet to scatter seeds of information that dreaded disease,the malady had taken her
might spring up in grists of advertisements off in her youth and buoyancy.
sent by some fortunate possesserof her
I gave a tender, reveret thought to the
address. I regretted her cantionsness. maiden of my dreams, and wished that my
The “day of small things” assumed a new romantic fancy could have had a better
dignity in my estimation.How highly finale.
and rapidly I was learning to prize trivialShe may be living yet. I do not, know

Noted Graves in Washington.

one of those
cemeteries pronouncedby people with
that taste for gruesome things to be
“the loveliest spot on earth," and to
which strangers are carried, and expected to rhapsodize over the forest of
monuments, with all their painful and
effect of this soaking.”
crowd.
unpleasant recoUections. But in Oak
My mind, you perceive, immediatelyreHill there is at least the interest atBetter to live in loneliness than to bask in love verted to tbe girl who had recklesslyreall day;
fused the proffered shelter of my umbrella, ities. What wonderful illuminationin nor do I ever really expect to know where taching to the resting place of the disBetter the fountain in the heart than the fountnot the girl that the umbrella bad done their spell, on that dark, dismal, rainy she is. But by virtue of that mysterious tinguished dead, and as such is worth
ain by the way.
such good servicein capturing(by means morning.
attractionI venture to hope that sometime, visiting. This cemetery is in GeorgeBetter be fed by a mother’s hand than eat alone of the very ribbon she had decorated, my
The
young
lady
whose
name
was
not
somewhere,I shall be led into the presence town, which is technically a part of
at will
valuable possession.As I placed tbe cap Betsey Brown next entered the public of that demure, audacious, perplexiug perBetter to trust in God than say, "My goods my
Washington, and is four or five miles
on my head, I was conscious of a thrill of library. I had a semi-coutemptfor my- son, whose name was not Betsey Brown, aud
storehouse flll."
as the crow flies from the Congressional
gratitude at its restoration,although its self for pursuing the uucouscious maiden. whom I have enshrined in my heart as
Cemetery. ..
Better to be a little wise thou in knowledge to condition was amusingly pathetic,aud paI was aware of the mild lunacy in my con- Iris, swift messengerof the gods.
abound;
Hero lies the body of Chief Justice
thetically amusing. I rejoicedfor tbe sake duct. But tile eager chase was exhilarating,
Although I was married a year ago to the
Better to teach a child than toil to flll perfection's
Chase. No man, so honored in life was
of my departed relative! Strange that tbe
round.
and her ignorance of it saved her from any young lady whp gave me the forget-me-not
tender eyes of tbe tear-stainedfor-geUme- annoyance. Perhaps the excitement would hat band, and I love her loyally and de- ever more neglected in death. When
Better to sit at a master'sfeet than thrill a list- nots should Lave stirred in mo tbe emotion,
ward off an attack of neuralgia.I justified votedly, I never see a lot of gossamer-clad he died he owned not a foot of xjround
ening State;
and that I should have thoughtlessly my position by many a silent argument.
maidens on tbe street on a raiuy day with- suitable for his burial place, nor did his
Better suspect that thou art proud than bo sure
jammed the cap closer on my wet pate as I
that thou art great
out watching them eagerly and making daughter, Mrs. Kate Chase Sprague,
I fras soon standingdirectly behind the
eagerly hurried on, hoping to overtake the little book-borrower,so quaintly clad. I special studies of their forever-disappointbuy it for him. Ex-Gov. Henry D.
Better to walk the real unseen than watch the young lady with the cabalisticpotion, or
hoped to obtain some clue to her literary iug faces.
hour’s event;
Cook, the Washington banker, owned
Better the -Well done" at the last than the air ensigua, or, what was it? I puzzled taste, at least. Had she art aspirations?
a lot in Oak Hill, and offered a resting
my poor brain vainly, I could not guess Would she seek something of Buskin, or
with shouting rent.
Speaking in Congress.
place to the dust of the groat jurist.
what neculiar charm she carried,or pos- Hamerton? Possibly she had a scientific
The most nervous moment for a new
Better to have a quiet grief than a burn ing desessed, that gave her such courage in brav- turn of mind. It would be rather surThere was he buried, and for years his
light:
member of Congress is just before he
ing
the
elements.
As
I
leaned
forward,
grave remained unmarked, and except
Better the twilight of the dawn than the noonprising to hear her ask for the works of
day burntug bright.
trying to keep her in sight, I realized, with Huxley, Darwin, or Spencer, Swedenborg, is to make a speech. Many of the old for the attention bestowed on it by exmembers, even, are seized with “stage
a pang of regret, that my cap escapade bad
Emerson,
ancient philosophers
Gov. Cook’s orders, quite neglected.
Better a death when work is done than Earth’s
caused me to miss her. Had she, bcut on might be sought for^jr this pure, and, as fright. ” The idea that the official remost favored birth;
Some of tlie friends of the Chief Justice
Better a child in God’s great house than the King some errand of righteous economy, en- she stood in tbe nuiet, spirit-ladenplace, porter&Jiaveears for the whole country
in Ohio,’ hearing that not even the
of all the Earth.
tered the “99-cent shire?" or had the ad- so thoughtful maiden. Her face in repose gives every speaker an uncomfortably
joining “Ladies Bazaar” or the “Fair" just showed refiuement, intelligence,and, with largo audience. Some members are plainest stone commeporated his grave,
combined and bought a block of plain
LADY-LOVE AND WIFE.
beyond entangled her in its mysterious all its piquancy and prettiness, much
anxious at all times to get jn the Record;
mazes? Possibly she had turned a cor- strength of character.I listenedintently
granite, with the name and age of the
Who is it says, with beaming eyes,
but these men generally do not make
She thinks a cottage paradise
ner, and I had lost her forever. My dis- as she spoke to the lady at the “Books
Chief Justice on it It got lost on its
speeches. They simply interrupt others
And scorns the proud and worldly wise?
appointment increased my interest, which Issued” couuter.
wav
to Washington,and remained for
A lady-love.
to ask questions— sometimes very silly
deepened to intensity. I quickly opened
“Have you a pin?” she asked. What
several years boxed up in a freight
the first door I reached, that of n drug wonderful intellectualcapacity she might ones— or to make objections, thus getWho is it pouts and, glancing down.
warehouse. At last curiosity moved
F: “We must leave since NeighborBrown
store. A lady stood in the rear. She had possess for ought I knew to the contrary! ting their names in the Record, with an
some one to open the box, and it was
HwJ taken that fine house in town?"
ou one of those same conventionalflow- No question, it seemed to me, could more appearance of great actirity. Wb'rn he
A wife.
ing black garments. My eyes and effectually protect one’s individualitythan is about to make au ambitious effort, discovered to hold this memorial stone.
It was then forwarded, and certain
intuitions agreed.
was that which she had innocently uttered.
Who is it cries, in modest tone,
the feeling of the member may be
That all her core for dress has flown ;
persons,
rather than apply to Mrs.
tbe person I sought. While waiting to
On receiving the pin she softly mur- judged by one watching from the galBhe wishes for my love alone?
settle some conflictingdoubts that arose mured “Thanks,” and after stooping a
Sprague for money, paid out of their
A lady-love.
regarding so lucky a fact, I was accosted moment as if to fasten a torn dress-braid lery. Each man has his peculiar way of own pockets the small cost of putting
going about it. Morrison always stands
by au attentive clerk.
Who is it weeps and thinks it mean
the stone in position.
or a ruffle, she glided out on tip-toe.
That I should view with slightestspleen
for a moment half-wp’* down the second
“Anylhing I can do for you?”
I
was
tempted
to
stay
in
the
readingHere also lies buried the body of John
Those bills for silk and crinoline?
“Somewhat confused, ’’ I answered with- room awhile, and look over the late aisle on the Democratic side, with
A wife.
Howard Payne, the author of Home,
out premeditation or prevarication, “Who magazines, but ns soon ns the door closed hands on the desks on each side. Then
Sweet Home. More than fifty years
Who gazes oft from star to star,
is she? .Do you know?”
upon her that old “feeliug of sadness and lie speaks with! deliberation,always
And says, with smile more brilliant far,
“What? Whom? Where?" he asked, longing” which my “soul could not resist,” taking two or three steps toward the ago he had been the friend of Mr. W.
Bhe "rather likes a good cigar!"
Corcoran, the George Peabody of
blankly, aud bis stupidity saved me.
overcame me. I yielded to it, and again re- speaker when much in earnest. He is
A lady-love.
I turned my back upon the indistinct
M
ashington.
Payne, it will be resolved to follow tbe little fairy of the
Now, when I smoke, who rings the bell
form of the lady standing in a remote part storm. And such in fact she proved to be. always soon through. Eandall always membered, died and was buried in
To bid them ope the windows well—
of the room and asked in rather uncertain She was nowhere to be seen. The rain had speaks from behind his own desk, and Tunis. Ho had often expressed a wish
The room has such a horrid smell ?
tones, “Do yon keep — gossamers?”
censed falling. The sun suddenly burst makes no preliminary movement. that his hones might rest in his native
A wife.
“No, I think not," be slowly replied, forth from its hiding place behind the dis- Hewitt is probably the only other who
—Albany Journal.
land. Three years ago, Mr. Corcoran
“I’ll see though,” eyeing me somewhat dis- persing clouds, and shoue resplendently. speaks entirely without warning. He
carried out a long-cherished design of
trustfully, as if my intentions might be Small streams of rushing water aud gurgoes oft’ like powder— all in an instant.
bringing Payne’s body back to this
suicidal.
gling. foaming little brooklets sparkled in Some members load their desks for a
FAIR! OF THE STORM.
He deliberately approached the book- scintillating brightnessthe length and speech ; some load themselves.Some- country, and erecting a monument over
keeper of the not very pretentious estab- breadth of the street.There was a beauti- times three or four desks give warning it. It was placed in Oak Hill Cemetery,
BY ELLA A. GILES.
near the main entrance, and on the
lishment, who sat at a high desk, with a ful light, gold and green, resting upon
of speeches. They are piled up with
“You aro Retting very wet. Come under pen behind his ear, chewing somethingun- everything, and the scene was weird and Congressional records, revised statutes, noble monument is inscribed: "John
mistakably good, aud supposed to be picturesque.Many ladies, who had been
Howard Payne, author of Home, Sweet
my umbrella.”
official reports, newspaper clippings,
Home. ”
My voice had a more peremptoryring jujube paste or cassia buds. I wished I standing in the shops waiting for the storm
aud on top of all huge rolls of manuthan I intended, and my abruptness prob- had inquired for something equally aro- to abate, now crowded the walks, but the
Mr. Corcoran himself has a plot here,
matic and harmless.
familiar figure I wished to see was not script. When a speech is too full of
ably startled her; for she quickly turned,
where lie the remains of his only child,
“No,"
auswered
the
individual
addressed,
among them. Many passed who were dry matter to find room inside the
rolled her large and lustrous black eyes
who died in her early womanhood.
upward until their questioning gaze met “we don't keep gossamers here,” and he dressed very much like her, but they looked orator, and must be given storage on A circular temple in the severest stylo
went
on
with
his
chewing.
Then
he
added
grotesque.
They
were
either
too
tall
or
mine, and, looking charmingly defiant,
his desk, other members find it conof Greek art, is the family monument
with grotuitiouR accommodation, “I think too stout. Noue bad her well-poised bend,
answered: “No, I thank you, sir.”
venient to be in the cloak-room.
you’ll
be
apt
to
find
them
at
the
hardware
of
the Corcorans, and under the floor
her
dainty
feet,
nor
her
lithe,
graceful
carShe hastily dodged out from under the
Last session there was a man in the
lie the coffins. Gen. Reno’s tomb isprotectingcover held over her head. She store, or the— the— really I dou’t ouite riage.
House wlio used to walk back and forth
conspicuous,and also that of Edwin M.
"Oh. are you waitiug for me?” and the
looked like a little nun, but showed a spirit know what you want. But we dou’t keep
around
the semi-circle back of the
them,
anyway.”
not quite in keeping with the role of
girl whom I had been courting for several
Stanton, the great Secretary of War.
“Strikes me 'tain’tno drug,” said an old months, actuallytook possession of me be- members’ seats, running his hands V hether Mr. Stanton committed suicide
earthly saintship. As if half repenting
the suddennessof her decision,or her un- gentleman leaning over the counter, and fore I knew it by the very truthfulness of through his hair for fifteen or twenty
or not lias never been conclusively
gracious manner, she paused, and glancing looking at me quizzically. “Strikes me her nature and the confiding tenderness of minutes, before making a speech. Some
proved. His wife did not long survive
into my face, explained, with deferential you're after vail stuff. They keep that at her voice.
members walk two and three times past
him, and they lie in the same grave,
tbe
milliner’s,
not
at
drug
stores."
sweetness: “You see, I have my gossamer. ”
“Why, how shabby and forlornyou look,” the speaker’sdesk before they try to
covered by a plain block of colored
“I thought at tiist yon might mean a she exclaimed, sympathetically.“And
With a pretty nod and the remotest sugcatch his eye. Some stand in their
book,”
said
the
clerk,
whom
I
had
dared
to
gestion of a courtesy she swiftly passed
what has happened to your cap?” Of places, clear their throats several times, marble, with a simple inscription.
Lorenzo Dow, the Sam Jones of a byme. How lonesome I felt under that do- question on entering. “I read a review of course I explaiued, with certain reservapull up their sleeves, button their cuffs,
one with some such title the other day; saw tions of causes, aud she credulously
aerted umbrella!
gone day, also sleeps in Oak Hill. The
In order to escape the raindropsthat it advertised for sale somewhere, but have thought my depressionof spirits was due feel their tie, open aud shut their desks strength of the ruling passion in death
pelted mb in the face, 1 had to hold it forgotten just where.”
to the irreparable injuries that my aunt's two or three times, and then walk down
was exemplified by his directions to
“T)f one thing I am positive,” I an- gift, and more seriously,her own had sus- the aisle a little way, and say, “Mr.
squarely in front, and thus lose sight of
have an eccentric epitaph on his tombthe fiorm upo:*. which my eyes had rested, swered, “books are never used as weather tained.
Speaker.” Some sit and rub their
stone, but instead is put a commonplace
momentarily, in pleased interest. I wanted protectors,or in the place of umbrellas,”
“Nevermind about it. I’ll make you an- hands. Others do nothing in particuverse from a commonplace hymn.
and
with
the
clerk
gazing
at
me
suspiciously,
other.”
to encounterthose bright, speaking orbs
lar ; but you can tell they aro going to
again. The flushed cheeks, oh, how I began to examine a lot of antiquated
“Another seal-skin cap?" despondently. speak by the nervous glances they Among the last to be placed there is
the wife of ex-Attorney General Brewspretty they were! And the frizzes or bangs almanacs lying on the counter, just to nass I had to keep some excuse on baud for my
throw up at the speaker. Some will
of blaok hair that the rain did not spoil, away the time of waiting, I was still in n still rueful and ruffled mood.
ter, who left Washington only a year
as they peeped coquettishly out from the state of suspense.”
“No, anotber baud of course. You can make eyes at the speaker for half an ago, the picture of health and beauty,
Very soon the lady, having made her pur- buy another cap any time. It’s getting too hour before trying to catch his. You to lie brought back a few week ago to
queer little rubber hood, puckered all
around the plump, mobile face! And, too, chase, sailed up the store. No, I bad not late in the season for yours now, anyway,” can tell when some men are going to tenant a grave in the old cemetery.—
those charming little feet, which even san- been mistaken. It was the same consolingly.
speak because they look frightened. Washington letter.
dals a size too large could not make un- radiant little creature.Her face suddenly
"Yes,” very slowly and absently. “I sup- Others you know are going to talk
gainlv; and the red petticoat that I could lighted up with amusement as Rhe met my pose it’s getting late. I must burry over to because they always do when they get
Post-MortemUsefulness,
not nelp catchinga glimpse of, as she glance. Then Rhe became pretematnrully the office. I’ve lots of work to do to-day. a chance.— Washington Star.
lipped slightly in trying to evade me— serious and poised her head like a little I’ve just been to tbe postoffice and—”
North American pork is, after all, not
what an impressionthese trifling details queen as she gave me a quick eye-beam of
“Oh, did you get that letter you exA Surprise.
the worst in the market. From Cape
had made upon me, or my enraptured serio-comic indiguation.Whether she had pected? I mean the important one you
A
speculativeman calls on an editor Tihuron, Hayti, comes a story that
retina! I peered one side of my weeping smiled because I asked for gossamers, or mentioned last night.”
who is much given to humorous writing. eclipses anything the Prussian protecnmbrella often enough to see that she did simply because of our second encounter, I
“No; I— didn’t look in my drawer!”
tionists ever charged on our Yankee
not entirelyescape my watchful aud eager could not tell. Seized with a desire to
“Why, you forgetful feliaw. I suppose Visitor (after introducing subject, and
discussing it at some length)— Why, my butchers. Three brothers,sons of the
search.
hide my peculiar infatuation,though fully you met somebody or something."
For no other reason than that the im- convinced that I hod not overestimated the
“Yes. I— I— yes, I met someone,” and dear sir, it is impossible for a man to negro pilot Marsette, left their home on
the beach and began to supply the
pulse was quite irresistible,I continued my lady’s prettinesR,I hurried regretfullyout not being ready to tell more, we parted sit down and write humor upon call.
frantic efforts to keep her in sight. I feared of the store as if called away by* im- baslily.
market of Tihuron and Grand Guave
Editor— He must stand up then.
she might enter one of the numerous shops portant businesR. I had no Rooner turned
“You’ll come over to tbe art club at my
Visitor— Oh, no, no. I mean that with meat. Their specialtywas an ator stores, and I should after all lose track my steps in an opposite direction than I house to-night, won't you?” she called
there are just certain times when humor tractive variety of fresh pork steaks
of her. The storm increased in violence. paused and began to wish that I had lin- back.
can
he produced, the same as there are that found a ready sale, till one day a
Bain fell in torrents,and the wind blew gered in the drug store until the atomic
And I promised to go. In the meantime
strongly. I wondered why she did not stop "great unknown” had passed out. I I worked hard the remainder of the day certain times when poetry can he written. storm-flood washed out a sand-bar at
under some of the awnings, tthe really actually sufferedfrom the fear that I balancing accounts at my office. My head Without surprise,not necessarily sud- the mouth of a neighboring bayou and
was too reckless of the consequencesof a might never see her bewitching face again. was full of figures when night came, but den, as in the case of wit, humor is revealed a whole abattoir of carved hudrenching. I felt strangely solicitous and Its piquancy haunted me, pleased me. en- only one stayed in my memory— be figure nothing. A man may possess the fervor man corpses. Suspicionat once pointed
almost painfully apprehensive.Gradually chanted me. I heard the door close ami of the sweet unknown. I went to the of Athanasius and the strong philosophy to the Marsette boys, who at the time
I began to find solace in the thought that longingly looked back. I was rewarded club, but in my thoughts I could hold no of Julian, the selfish grasp of Eusebius were absent on one of their weekly
she had her “gossamer.” 1 knew not what only with the vision of a burly negro stand- tangible presence so near or so dear as
and the determination of a Circumcel- cruises, but were caught the next night
it was. But she could not have spoken ing in front of tbe dingy show-windows.
the little myth of the morning upon whose lion, but, sir, ho cannot write humor in the act of landing a fresh cargo of
with that assurance of entire safety, had
Walking down the street in front of me form I had a strong but tender mental
except he catch and detain a certain victims. They seem to have precured
she not possesseda magic charm of some I saw the girl who had given me the painted grasp.
their subjects, as medical students
kind, calculated to counteract the effects of ribbon. She had no umbrella. With a
For weeks I prayed for rain, not be- feeling as it passes through his soul.
would term it, by cruising along the
dampness.
slightly disturbedconscience, however. I cause of a drouth, as others perhaps did, How do you feel to-day ?
coast and raiding solitaryfishermen’s
Suddenly a gust of wind blew off my cap. turned around and went back past the hut because of certain lingering associaEditor— Not very well.
It was a new seal-skin cap that my aunt druggist's, casting side-glancesin tbe tions that seemed to make a severe storm
cabins and jungle-ranchos.
Visitor— Ah?
had sent me from Vermont. But it was necessary directions to ascertainif the ob- eminently desirable.When it did finally
Conscious cannibalismis, however, by
Editor— I am pretty well convinced
not owing to that fact that my heart gave ject of my feverishexcitement had de- ruin I thought the town had turned out a
no means confined to the Fcejee Islands,
that it is, ah.
an anxious leap aud throb as I saw it parted. I saw nothing of her, and was of full army corps of girls in gossamers. I
Visitor (somewhat confused)— And in The Rio Virgen tribes of the Arancanos
lodged in the gutter. Inside the precious course ashamed to retrace my steps, so I had learned what a gossamer was— only the
the
condition in which you now find Indians,on the northern coast of Chili,
article of head- gear had been deftly kept ou until I reached the postoffice. In classical name for waterproof.
your
mind, it would be impossible for do not hesitate in hard winter to keep
fastened a beautifulpiuk satiu band, bear- trying to close my umbrella and open the
She was not a plebeian, or she would
ing mv iaitials. exquisitely painted in elo- swinging storm-door at one and tbe same have told me that she had her rubber cir- Vou to turn to your desk aud write the pot boiling by slicing up a few of
their superfluous relatives; and Dr.
quent little forget-me-nots,that spoke time, I nearly knocked someone down on cular.
something which would surprise me.
volumes of delicate sentiment every time I tbe other side.
Editor (taking up his pen and writ- Nachtignllis positive that the country
One bright, pleasant day I was walking
donned tbe cap.
“Oil, never mind,” responded the jostled down the street, blocked with wagons, ing: “I am penned up with a d— d
north and east of the Congo is swarmI could not forget the donor of the band, party to my quick “I beg your pardon.” teams, drays, hacks, aud people. They
fool")-- Now, here, I think, is a sur- ing with two-legged man-eaters.The
anyway; for I was deeply in love with her, What cheery, ringing tones! Alas, the were waiting for a long-innernl procession
Dyaks of Borneo, who gather skulls as
prise.
or imagined myself to be, which amounted door swung on its hinges and slammed in to pass. I overheard a gentleman say:
our red men used to gather scalps, now
Visitor
(reading
the
words
and
atto (he same thing. I thought of her al- my face, and the speaker, whom I had “Yes, she is dead. Sad, isn’t it? She
most constantly. A lover’s alternating joyfully recognized, disappearedwithout died of quick consumption. Poor Betsey tempting to argue the point) —But why and then eat a- personal enemy as a
matter of hygienic precaution,on the
is this more question a surprise to me ?
hopes and fears had often elated and de- having seen me at all. I saw her, how- Brown— so young, too.”
pressed me; the hitter influence was felt ever, about two minutes later. She was ' '"And is that her funeral procession?” I
Editor— Because you are such a hope- theory that the wizard spells of the
most frequently because I hud been warned standing near tbe delivery window.
less ass that you never thought of it be- dead man’ti relativescan thus be renasked.
that pomatumed locks were ruinous to pale
“This was not mine,” she was saying to , “Yes, sir. Did yon know too young fore. John (calling a boy,) show this dered ineffectual. Sporadic cases of
pink ribbon, and yet had persisted in oil- the clerk, who peered at her with what lady? She was as bright as a sunbeam." man the back stairway.
cannibalism occur in every East Indian
ing my hair occasionally from sheer force even I could but feel was unbecoming adI did not pause to reply. She had said
•Visitor (attemptingto be pleasant)— famine. The nations of Europe alone
of habit And there was my seal-skincap, miration.
that her name was not Betsey Brown. But why the bock stairway.
are in that respect total abstainers, at
the last present received from a sainted
“Not yours?" be questioned urbanely.
But for some unaccountable reason I
Editor— Because it is more danger- present at least, for Roman traditions
relative, and the receptacleof that daintily
“No sir; my name is not Betsey Brown!” could not rid myself of the conviction
wrought and fondly cherished device, lying and she handed him a bright ‘yellowen- that the stately hearse held all that re- ous than the stairway in front, fern date back to a time when the Lrcstryupside down in the muddy, merciless velope, supposed to bear that euphonious mained of my beautiful girl with tbe gossa- fell down it a few days ago and was gones of southern Italy kept special
stock-yardsfor fattening their prisoners
gutter, with all its sweet suggestiveuess in superscription.
She tossed her head, ns mer bnt her memory. That I felt \yould bo killed. — Afkansaw Traveler.
danger of -being forever spoiled. decidedlyas her very peculiarlyshaped eternallymine. In vain I strove to/Torget.
of war.
A tract of GOO acres on the lake
fished it out from the filthy outer-garment, with iis combinationhood I preferred to think of her as hmng dead
Hope nothing from luck, and the
harbor into which the falling would allow, and left the young niau to rather than still living ou th>» earth, and bluff twenty-fivemiles north of Chirain had driven it, ttsing the crooked handle console himself as best ho might with the always eluding my impetnouschase, as ou cago, has been selected by Gens. Sher- probability is that yon wiU be so
of my umbrella for tbe purpose. While rejected missive. I listeneddelightedly to that strange, eventful,yet eventless mom- idan and Terry as the site of a military prepared, so forewarned,and foremaking an effort to secure the fated treas- n suppressed giggle which issued from her iug. I tried to think by a peculiarprocess post to be donated by the Commercial armed, that all shallow observers will
ure, however, l was literally drenched. I rosy lips as she walked away. She
of reasoningthat circumstantial evidence Club of Chicago to the Government.
call you lucky.
into my saturatedseal- skin, with a
Better to smell the violet cool than sip the glowing piece of newspaper, I really began to exwine*
perience preliminarypneumoniae pains.
Better to hark a hidden brook than watch a dia“Oh,” thought I, enviously. "If I only had
mond shine.
some gossamer, or a gossamer, or the exBetter the love of a gentle heart than beauty's tract of gossamer, or whatever it might be,
favor proud;
to take, perhaps ’twould counteract the
Better the rose’s living seed than roses in a
or
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A DISH-WASHING MACHINE.
'Washing 86)000 Pieces a Day and Never
Breaking a Cap— One of the Marvels of
Inventive Genius.
I.From the Rohoboth Sunday Herald.]

There

all-day-and-nightrestaufor fourteen
years has never closed its doors. Unless the sixty-five employes go on a
strike the 3,000 persons who eat there
every day will continue to sit and sup
is an

rant on the

Bowery which

under the mechanical fans by day
and the electric lights at night for
years to come. But it would not surprise the cooks, the carvers, nor the
waiters in fine linen if Tommy, the
water boy, should tell the boss to-morrow that the Ice Water Pourers and
Tumbler Washers’ Union No. 1410 had
ordered a strike. Tommy has lately
formed a union. A man from Ohio,
who said he was an inventor, got the
ear of the proprietqrtwo years ago, and
said : “How many dishes do you wash

day?”
“Over 1,500,” replied the boss.
“How many people do you pay for
washing them?”
“We have six dish-washers on the
a

pay-roll.”
“I can

make

a machine that will

wash

and dry 8,000 pieces in an hour, without breaking or chipping a dish. I
will save you $1,000 per year in wages
alone, and will wash your dishes clean
and keep them free from finger marks
and lint.”
The inventordescribed his machine.
It was a long trough, divided into three
compartments. One end was an L and
the other end, the front, was a set of
valves. He showed the boss how a man
could stand at the front end and pull a
handle. That would fill the compartment farthest away with scalding hot
water, which would afterward be kept
hot by steam. When the compartment
was full it ran over into the middle
trough, and that in turn into the next
space, directlyin front of the operator.

Soap is put into the water in that
compartment. In that space a spt of

the bars into the cage from which it
had fallen was certain deafato whoever
undertook it, for with their long forearms and their curved claws the tigers
would have tom to shreds whatever
had been in reach. Finally one of the
cooler-headed keepers took the littlespeckled, sightlessbeast, and, climbing up the end of the den, opened a
small hole left for ventilation and
dropped the cause of all the trouble at
the feet of its mother. She tenderly
placed it beside her other offspring,
lay down herself, and in two minutes
the cunning-looking kitten was taking
its nourishment and everythingsoon
quieted down.— PhiladelphiaTimes.

How

to Tell Counterfeit*.

The United States Treasury Department has of late years adopted for
bonds and currency a peculiar paper,
described below, and which is deemed

Important.

The Beinty of Woman
crown of glory. But, alas! hew quickbaggage, expressage,and $3 carriage hire, and ly does the nervous debility and ohronio
stop at the Grand Union Hotel, opposite weakness of the sex cause the bloom of
youth to pass away, sharpen the lovely feaGrand Central Depot
tures, and emaciate the rounded form!
613 rooms, fitted np at a cost of one million
There is but one remedy which will restore
dollars, $1 and upwards per day. European
the faded roses and bring back the grace of
plan Elevator. Restaurant supplied with the youth. It Is Dr. Pierce's“Favorite Prescripbest Horse cars, stages,and elevatedrail- tion, ” a sovereign remedy for tho diseases
road to all depots. Familiescan live better for peculiar to females. It is one of tho greatloss money at the Grand Union Hotel than at
est boons over conferred upon tho human
When you

visit

or leave

New Ytck

City, save

Is

any other first-classhotel in the

city.

DYSPEPSIA

hsr

race, for It preserves that which is fairest
and dearest to all mankind— tho beauty uud
tue health of woman.

A. D. 1000.

Teacher— “Describe Chicago.”
First Boy— “Chicago is a large city
in Illinois built for, and run in the in-

“Personal— Dear

Ned, come back; all
forgiven. Pa kicked the wrong man, and
didn't know it was you. Come immediateis

terests of, its Common Council, its
street railway companies and its gas
companies.”
Teacher— “What are its principal
products?”
Boy— “Its principal products are Anarchists, boodle Aldermen, and street
railway stocks.”
Teacher— “Why are these stocks so
valuable?”
Boy — “Because the companies have
exclusive control of most of the Chicago

May/]

ly.—

_______
To Consumptives.

Reader, can you believe that tho Creator
afflicts one-third of mankind with a disease
for which there is no remedy? Dr. R. V.
Pierce's “Golden Medical Discovery” has
cured hundreds of casorof consumption, and
men are living to-day— healthy,robust men
—whom physicians pronounced Incurable,
because one lung was almost gone. Send 10
cents in stamps for Dr. Pierce's book on
consumption and kindred affections. Address, World's Dispensary Medical Association, 668 Main street, Buffalo, N.
»

a stronger protection against counterfeiters than that used by the Bank of
its forms. He a
England, which has recently been danFood. etc. In
gerously counterfeitedin £50, £100,
M Ra D^.11 KicKAio: Wkt^ro^ToWVsvi:'5!
h»" Jwen a met sufferar from Dyspepsia.Brown's
and £500 notes.
Iron Bittoni has completelycured me.”
As the first issue of greenbacks, streets. ”
which were not printed on fiber paper,
on Bitten cored me. I
Sleep-walking is supposed to be in
Teacher —“What is done with such
were most dangerously counterfeited,
Me.
Will
Lawhkmcr,
4u6
some
way
connected
with
tho
trance-migrast juk.
streets as the railway companies haye
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tion of souls.
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for Dyspepsia, and consider
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oncqnaledremedy,**
from circulation, therefore receive them
Genuine has above Trade Mark and crossed red line*
Boy--“They are given to the gas comon wrapper. Take no other. Made only by
with great caution, or refuse them if in
As a stimulant to tho stomach, liver, and
panies to tear up.”
DROWN CHEMICAL CO., BALTIMORE, MR
bowels, the safest remedy is Ayer’s Pills.
doubt about their genuineness.
Teacher — “How do the Aldermen
All other genuine greenbacks, gold
profit by this?”
Why is a successful poultry-manlike a
ENGLAND CONSERVATORY
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Because he makes a
Boy—
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of national bank notes are printed on
11 0F MUSIC Boston,
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Teacher— “Correct. Go to the head
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when
an
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of
Inveterate or complicatedfrom previous
addres£ £ TOURJEE, Dir.,Franklin Ife
threads, red and blue silk, running bad treatment, speedily and permanently paint.
lengthwise through the note, seen by cured by our new and Improved methods.
Spin's Alligator Press!
holding the note up to the light. The Rook, references and terms sent for 10 cepts
in stamps. World's Dispensary Medical Aspublic are cautioned not to draw these sociation, 603 Main street, Buffalo, N. Y.
threads out of the paper.
If in doubt about the genuineness of
Why is a girl like an Indian? Because
any bank note in the report refuse it
she doesn’t feel dressed without a feather
unless printed on Government fiber in her hat.
paper. All nationalbank notes not in
this report are genuine, whether printA Cure of Pneumonia.
I will ship this 7/ay
Press to any]
on condition that It to
ed on Government paper or not.
Mr. D. H. Barnaby, of Owego, N. Y., says
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the team faster than a w __
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The counterfeit $10 and $20 silver that his daughter was taken with a violent cold,
without pay. For comlljlons.ciroal
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brushes revolved in the water, and they
were set with springs, like a clotheswringer, to let large and small dishes
pass between them. A wide canvas
belt with slats across it ran the whole
length of the machine under water. If
dishes were put between the revolving
brushes they would be scoured with
soap suds, dumped on the belt, carried
into the second bath and rinsed off, and
finally dumped into the clear, hot
water in the third compartment. Out
of that the belt deliveredthem into the
L, where they dried of their own heat.
The machine looked practicable, and
the man from Ohio was sent home to
build one for the Bowery restaurant.
The dish-washers heard that a machine
was to be put into the kitchen that
would do the laundry work, wash dishes,
scrub floors,stairs,and tables and supply steam for heating the building and
for running trains on the elevated railroads. They told the boss they would
build a bonfire of the machine. They
accused him of importing foreign pauper labor from Ohio, and they called a
special meeting of the kitchen employes. But in due time the cast-iron
dish-washerwas set up. When the
workmen who set it up came around
next morning to test it, all the bolts in
the machine were found unscrewed,
and the wide canvas belt had been cut
though the middle. They fixed it, and
a guard was stationed to watch the machine next night.
Another trial was made, and the mai

_

certificates

are not on Government

paper.

best physiciansgave the case

Some of the

counterfeit $5, $10,
and $20 greenbacks (series of 1875) and
$50 and $500 (series of 1869) are an
imitation distributed fiber paper. Very
dangerous. These are all the counterfeits on the new greenbacks worth
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HALL'S BALSAM FOR THE LUNGS,

last resort, and

was surprised to find that

it

produced a marked change for the better, and

,

Flies, roaches,ants, Ixid-bugs,wator-bugs,
moths, rats.mico,sparrows, jack rabbits, gophers,
chipmunks, cleared out by “Rough un Rats. ” 15c.

ssissss;
look!
has

Cures all Kidney Affectations,Scalding.IrritaStone, Gravel, Catarrh of the Bladder. $L

ROUGH ON RATS

turn-

through the bars of the cago and
bled out and wandered around until it Farmers’ an.l
had tired and gone to sleep. When I

!^

Bo%°Z\ui FuUm,

Stock- Five Years Before the

^^""^uide,
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Mast,

'S.o.

careiullT picked it up
m P°aI'
01 Dn“e4
it uttered a feeble cry. The scene that World Cyeiopedio, Universal History of
followed
r ftt Everj 0n'’ 8h°nJd All Nations,
louowea made
maae those
tnose men
men, used
useu to
to dunaan I
' £^0*
Popular His. Civil War
(both sides).

it

i

Blackberry Blocks fafi'tocure n
whirh
” •••' •• they
• w.» V'"
are' recommended.
M.wos^vsw. aassA
Ask /OUT
your Jrujmfst
Of
for

or soft corns,

“Rough on Toothache.”

bunions. 15o

Instant relief. 15a

them, and take no aubsUtute. If you fell toJgelther
get them,
upon receipt of *5 cts. wn will semi a package by return mail, or A for a Dollar. A handsome advert
tislng chess and checkerboard
free with each order.
8YN VITA CO.. Uelpltoa,Olifi! *

Address

ON 30 DAYS’ TRIAL.

^

lT15*A-5AFE'^5PEED)f

.

old hoots and shoes with
Lyon’s Heel Stiffeners,and wear them again.

$5
as to

free.

to 118 a day. Harapla*worth 61.50.FREE.
Lines not under the horse’s feet. Address
Brewster's 8dcty Rein Bolder, Holly,Mich.
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nail, Biowell A
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A Site of Maty U m Joy Vtorov*.
_ , , . dr. t. feux oovravvb
Oriental Cream or Magical Beautifie

Hkin Olaeues,
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Turnip Sew! (all torti).
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when

in

thrown
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S^d-Orowor, MadUoa, Ark.

or others,

who with touaimlns

the AdvertisingAgencyof
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I was attacked with Malarial Fever, became
very much reduced, and mv Iriendsthought I would
die. I wis Induced to try Simmons Liver Regulator,
and commencedimprovingat once. Before taking
brpe bottles I was entirely well of Malarialpoisons,
and have not had an attack of it since.
John T. Chappell,Poplar Mount, Va.
I have had experience with Simmons
Liver Regulator since 1885. and regard it
as the f/rcateMt medicine of the time* for
diseasespeculiarto malarial regions. So
good a medicine deserve** universalcommendation.Rev. M. B. WHARTON. Cor.
Uee’y SouthernBaptistTheologicalScm-

U,e Aa,<*

will last six months,

Chicago, will find it on

file

ton

P»tlent)

using it every day.

_____
Also Pouf

at

LORD&THOMAS.

ttd

base imitations, ai.ooo
lmluUo.P-,‘ Beward for arr
any on# selling tbe sai

of

FACE, HANDS, FEET.
and all tbolr Imporlactloea.Mediae Fadd.
Developeofat, So port!oou, Hair, Birth Marks,
Mole,,Wart*, Moth, VrocklM, Bed Meoe, Ana,
Black Hoada. Scan, Ptulnc aad theirtreat— L
FeariBL Albesy,

ffiFTED,

DROPSY
^
GHEEN

SIOUX CITY NEWSPAPER UNION,
___ 218 Douglas

St., Sioux City, Iowa.

The OLDEST MEDICINE in the
probably Dr.

|

Isaac

Ac

BON*,

Specialistsfor Thirteen Years Past,

Printers compotont to take charge of weekly
newspaper offices can hear of permanent situations in good Westorn towns, where liberalsalaries will be paid, by addressingthe

MALARIA.

to

use them, l recommend 'Gouraud's
ItasthamfxUof all Skin preparations.
teill

or obtiln eitimate*

this paper,

49 Randolph St.,

to

CuNipsjfents pronouncedhopeless by the best of

Some nisy cry hnmbug without knowing anything
bout it Remember, it does not cost you anything to
<sllze the merits of ourtrestmeut
for yourself In

WORLD U~|ir

IhompMi’i

U

Uelebrated Eye Watelf
This article Is a carefully prepared Dhysicien'sprecription,and has been in ronstentuae for nearly a
century,and notwithstandingthe rnaav other preparations that hare lioen int-oducedinto the market, the

inary. _

troy.

ague;

N.

y

pamphlet, containingtestimonials,
questions,et

__

Junes Avenue, Atlanta, t
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Chills,

were promptly arrestedand entirely banished by the
t your Simmons Liver Regulator. You don’t

Pish on

aovvaj \-mn^ssma asvuis mi uwmju fill U4CIA1'
•tely. Believe me when I Mr I wan a ftufferer for
years with liver diaoase, and only, found relief by
using yonr medicine.
. Bouebt J. Weeks, Batavia,Kane Co., DL
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the
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SIMMONS LITER REGULATOR

and j Any one book and paper one year, all postSee that you get the genuine with
the lions roared in unison with the paid, for $1.15! Satisfaction guaranteedRef- red 44 Z " on front of Wrapper. Preshrieks of the other animals. It was a erence: Hon. C. B. Parsons,Mayor of Itoch- pared only by J. H. ZEILIN A CO.,
little
ester. Samples, 2<x Rural Home Co., Ltd, Sole Proprietors, Philadelphia, Pa.
To attempt to put the cub through Bocheeter,N. X.
PRICE, 9I.OO.
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SYNVITA BLACKBERRY BLOCKS,

Beat, easiest to use, and cheapest.Plso'l
for Catarrh. By druggists. 50a

m.

_•PoreMf*

patentability
FREE. 4ST 17 years* experience.

Remedy

2nd

----

KIDDER'S PA8TI

on advertisingspace

Straighten your

cases

w

uu.i a rou amereni irora ail
ethers, is cup shape, with Self
aiijiutlag Ball In center, adapt*
iteelf to all poslltoniof Che
body while the boll in thsenp

dooo

to-BWatir

|kyrpT|Q|;pQ
Frazer Axle Grease lasts four times as long as
any other. Use It; save your horses and wagons.

m

•

If

clears out rats, mice, roaches, flies, ants, bedbugs, vermin, water-bugs,skunks. 15c.

Ague and Congestive

“Boys,
(Jno
got out and ; lx)und in cloth) are:
is on the floor!” One cub had crept Daw Without Lawyers, Danelson’s (Medical)

I

five doses 29

tions,

“Roughen Corns" hard

veniont and reliable cum
for Dlarrluca, Dysentery,
Flux. Cholem, Cholera
Morbus, an«l Cholera Infantum or Summer ComPi tint ever discovered.
Have never failed locum
Hmuwer Complaint in
rhildren. No teaspoon
No sticky bottle. Always
ready and handy, igdoeet
25 rents. A guarantee on
age b:
each package
hywhichi
price pi

For Diarrhma and all Bowel Complaints,Twentycts. For sale by all leading Druggists.

BUCHU-PAIBA.

,

beautifully marked cubs, with eyes
“A Great Strike.”
closed like young kittens. With cries
Among tho 150 kinds of Cloth Bound Dollar
of wonder the men gazed at the treasVolumes
given away by tho Rochester(N. Y.)
ures which had been born during the
American
Rural Home for every (l subscripnight. Still they could not understand
why all the wild beasts should seem so : tion to that great 8-page,48-coL, 16-year-old

pandemonium.

HAYIN^A- BOTTLE -Op

LIFE PRESERVER. ,

_

,,

tigers bent the bars of their cages,

|

and advised her to try it She accepted it as a

fiber. These two are the only counterIf you are losing your grip on life try “Wells’
feits on the brown backs.
Health Renewer." Goes direct to weak spota.
Better refuse all pieced notes. All
Great Appetizer, and aid to Digestion, giving
United States currency having a brown strengthto stomach, liver,kidneys, bowels.
seal has the parallel threads or cables.
Cholera Morbus is about as sure to come
All United States currency printed
as summer. It comes suddenly and without
since 1869 is on Government fiber warning— is danr/crotuand often falal. Are
paper.
you prepared for its coming? If any of your
There are in circulation a great many family are attacked prompt action only may
very dangerous counterfeit$10 green- save life. There is one medicine which can
be safely recommended and alwavs cures.
backs, dated 1875. All the genuine of This medicine is Perry Davis’ Pain Killer, and
that date are on distributed fiber persons,old and young, can take it with perfect safety for Cholera Morbus, Diarrhea,
paper.
Dysentery, and Summer Complaints. To be
Clear tho Way
on the safe side got some Pain Killer now and
For tho escape from the system of Its waste and
have it on hand. All Druggistssell it
debris, which, if retained, would vitiate tho
bodily fluids and overthrow health. That imBED-BUGS, FLIES.

dropped ,

ger as they are, white with fear. The

WM

DR

Bank of Milwaukee,Wis., have no

Ch“nel °f 6Xlt' th‘’ b°WOlB' kePt
apparently permanently
free from obstructionsby using
breaking a piece; but when the water the non-griping, gently acting and agreeable
was drained off the bottoms of the cathartic Hostotter'sStomach Bitters,which not
troughs were found covered with only liberates impurities, but invigorates the
broken dishes. The women said the lining of the intestinal canal, when weakened
machine broke them, but the Ohio by constipationor tho unwise use of violent
purgatives.Tho stomach, liver and urinary
man claimed the pieces were
organs are likewise ro-onforced and a'oused to
into tho water by the women. He must
i. because the next
....
have been right,*
trial corrective,and every orRan, fiber, muscle and
was a perfect success. Everybody in nerve experiencesa share of its invigorating
influence. Unobjectionablein flavor, and a
the kitchen had been watched. It took most genial and wholesomemedicinal stimuseveral months for the machine to lant, and owing its efficacyto botanic sources
exclusively, it is tho remedy best adapted to
make friends with tho dish-washers, household use, on account of its safety, wide
who were given other employment,but scope and speedy action.
to this day it is looked upon as a nonElectrical glow-lamps,the inner
union employe. It is the only machine
surface of which becomes brown, are
of its kind in the city, and tho only one
cleaned by filling them with hydrogen
other in the State is said to be in a big
gas and then exposing both the carhotel at Lake Chautauqua.
bon filament and the glass to a high
temperature. The Messrs. Siemens,
Bnby Tigers.
of Germany, acting upon this hint are
In T orepaugh’s menagerie there are now manufacturingthese lamps withsix as lithe and brightly marked tigers out the glasses filled with hydrogen.
as anybody ever saw*. One morning, They are said never to become brown
at daylight, the keepers were surprised at all and to last longer. They can be
by an unusual commotion among the used with higher electromotive forces,
cat animals. The men got out strong and consequently under conditions
ropes, lassoes, and nets, believing that considerablymore favorable to econosome of the more formidable of the my without diminishing their wear. It
wild beasts were out of their dens.
is thought that many evils which are
They approached the wide stairs with found in the vacuous glow-lamps now
caution and entered the room. The in use will disappear when the carbon
tiger den was a scene of fierce confu- filament is in an atmosphere of a gas
sion, and the other animals shared the exerting considerablepressure, but not
excitement. The men advanced to the acting chemically upon it.
front of the den, and were met with
demonstrations of anger. Lying close , It is easier to increase our wants, be
to the wall in one corner was a huge it ever so much, than to reduce them,
Bengal tiger, and at her side a pair of be it ever so little.

one of the men

THE GREAT DIARRHfEA CHECKER.
Get Checkerboardof your Druggist FREEI
I The lateat and cheapest
the most rleaaauL con-

in this condition when a friend recommended

by perseveringa permanent cure was effected.
Better refuse all twenties, fifties, and
one hundreds on the banks in this reTHIN PEOPLE.
port, unless printed on the Govern“Wells’ Health Renewer” restores health, and
ment paper.
vigor, cures Dynpepsia.Malarin,
Impotence, NervAll genuine bank notes, having brown ous Debility. Consumption, Wasting Diseases,
Decline. It has cured thousands,will cure you.
back and seal, have both kinds of the
HEART PAINS.
fiber combined, while the counterfeit
$10, on the Third National Bank of
Palpitation,Dropsical Swellings, Dizziness, InCincinnati, Ohio, and the photographic digestion, Headache, Ague, Liver and Kidney
Complaint, Sleeplessness cured by” Wells’ Health
counterfeit $5, on the First National Renewer.'' Elegant Tonic for Adults or children.

001)
nor Hav
000 pieces per
day without

i
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said she

most She was

noticing.
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up and

could live but a few hours at

_

J. A.

which terminatedwith Pneumonia, and all the

LPURiJJX&l
e

Urns

aad then have them return again, I mean a ndl-

remedy to cure the wont caeee. Beceuee ethers have
felledfi no reaeon for not now reoeWlDg a cere. Send at
once for e treetlee and a Free Bottle of my infallible
remedy. Give Bxpreee and Poet Offloe. It aoeU yon
nothing fur a trial, and 1 win euro ypn.
Address Dr. A A «OOT. Ill Pearl St.. NewY-B-

Plso'sRemedy for Catarrh Is I be I
Best. Easiest to Use, uud Cheapest.

CATARRH
I
O.H.U.

No. 32-86

JUST LOOK THESE OVER,
Subscribefor the News and
money's worth.
' _

HUNTLEY,

JAS.

We Have Moved

get your

—

to our stock of

Estimates given for
kinds of buildings,

Service in the Tabernacle is held on
Sundays aft *2 o’clock in the afternoon.
The Saints assemble not only from the
but from all the country round,
$Bd many vehicles of all sorts are left
standing in the neighborhood. The
center of the church fills rapidly with
women, while men predominate in the
tide rows of seats. There are seats for
18.000 persons in the amphitheater and
gallery, and many more crowd in at
some of the great conferences.A broad
gallery closes around at the front,
Where the choir sit in two wings, facing
{each other, the men on one side and
the women opposite. The space between is filled by three long crimsoncushioned pulpit desks, in each of
which twenty speakers or so can sit
at once, eacn rank overlooking the
heads of the one beneath. The highest
was designed for the president and his
two counselors; the second one for
the twelve apostles, and the lowest for
the bishops, but I believe the order is
not very rigidly observed.
The acoustic propertiesof the house
are almost perfect. A former deficiency of light hasbeen overcome bv the
nse of electricity ; and the chilling bareness of the huge whitewashedvault is
relieved by hangings of evergreen and

made

Stairs.

POWDER

_

tF

and

millinery,

down

Mouldings,

Holland, May

The Popular Boot and Shoe Dealers.

-

-

dealer In

Platsinre,

ad Fait?

kk

The largest assortment of

A

O
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Default having been made in the payment of a
n mortage bearing date the twenty-firstday
ofMay, 1866, made and executedby John Schroder, George W. Eddy and Alvin A.Afveraon.aaThe

A GENTLEMAN’S SMOKE
TU» Clgw wtU prore ti rtprcftnudand win b* s*t^»
ftrtljadrertbcd in erery town for lt»* dealers who wlfl
appreciateiu aerhi and puh it aooordln|ly.
iddrtu BA5GHART BROS* Sole Age*,

XUDCFALZXj

CHICAGO.

RIJNTGS

there is now claimed to be due on the said mortgage the sum of three hundred sud lixty-nlne dollars and eight ceuta for principal and intereat,
and no proceedings at law or in eqnlty having been instituted for the recovery of the
same, notice Is hereby given that by virtue of
the power of sale iu said mortgage conuiued, and
in pursuance of the statute in such case made and
provided, the said mortgage will be foreclosed by
a sale of the premises therein described, to nav
said mortgagedebt with Interest thereon at legal
rate, and the cost and charges of vendue and sale,
and attorney fee in such case provided by law.
at public vendue to the highest bidder on

Tuesday, the twenty-eighthday
September, 1886,

fan Patten & Sons

at

our

O.

Holland, Mich., May

Fire Beets

No

BREYMAN.

12, 1884.

p. h. McBride.
Attorney for Mortgagee

Mortgagee.

To

Will

Trad.

fit

every kind of a stove

till

and put them in at very
low figures.

Dress Goods,

Woolens & Cottons,
Table Linens,

HEBBLBS

E.

and Towels.

Honest Goods

Hosiery and Underwear.

-

Buttons, Embroideries,Laces

AT

-

Honest Prices!

and White Goods.

New

Spring Styles of Hats

A Full Stock

SEWING-MACHINE
HAS NO

$3l

BEST

SHOE

A- B-

Bosman

in the city, always on hand.

EQUAL

Has a large number of

of Groceries.

PERFECT SATISFACTION Repairing promptly and
G.

VAN PUTTEN & SONS.

Holland, Mich., April

10.

neatly done.

MotSeiiiMacM
-ORANGE, MASS.—

1880.

NO.

46,

EIGHTH STREET.

30 Union Square,N.Y, Chicago,IB. St.Lou!«,Mo.
Atlanta,

Ga.

E.

DaJlaiJex. San Frandico,Cal.

Holland, Mich., March

Meyer,

Brower
DEALERS

ENTIRE SATISFACTION.

Do not forget that we

atili have

aa complete

Co,

Holland,

1886.

FLIEMAN STOVES

J.

IN

- -

Manufacturesand sells the

Which he

Michigan.

dealer in

AMD

—
I

BUGGIES,

have recently commenced the manufactureof

GRANITE AND MARBLE

MONUMENTS,
M

Platform, Combination &

To which I invite the attention of all who desire
a light and dnrable wagon.

IWVIV/lUl utVl

All kinds of Building

Work

to order.

have on hand a lagre assortment of

,

BTJGQ-IIES

Which

Cemetery Work.
of all

And Secure Bargains.

Express Wagons,

I

made

will sell cheap.

BEST WAGONS

R-JOeMERELL,
—

Second-Hand

HEROLD.

20,

CARPETS. ETC.

We

BUY THE

fl

Furniture, Wall Paper,

OILS.

tine.

Will supply

the Goods are warranted

Dry Goods,

TEAS EVER BEFORE!

prominent of the Mormon apostles ar
Orson Pratt, the most distingnishe
scholar and writer in the sect, and J<
seph F. Smith, a nephew of the origim
Prophet and founder of Mormonism.Emest Ingenoll, in Harper's Magi

Bosman

A. £.

of’

gan in the Boston Music Hall, is not so
readily discounted, however, and is
played with much skill, to the constant
delight of the people.
After the singing comes a long prayer by a layman priest, and a hymn,
during the singing of which eight bishops break the slices of bread into morsels. Then, while the bread is being
passed through the audience to the
communicants — everybody, old anc
young, partaking— President Taylor o:
will make prices on Oils
some other dignitaryreads a chapte:
from the Bible, usually from Revela
that will astonish you.
tion, and makes extempore remark
upon it Sometimes the Hon. Georgi
Q. Cannon, the most eminent of tn<
Mormon leaders, occupies the pulpit
It is 8 o’clock before the bread an(
water have been partaken of by all
and fully 4 by the time the preache:
the quality of these Paints, we would
has ceased, the bishop pronounced thi To prove
state that the paint pnt on buildings
benediction, and the congregationi
four years ago has given
dismissed.As the people scatter abou
the great dusty yard, picking their wa;
among the blocks of stone awaitinj
We have not had one complaintof its peeling,
their place in the Temple, one sees ho>
cracking or chalking off.
largely foreigners they are, the pre
dominant nationalities being Bntis]
and Scandinavian.Their peasantry
While we: are at pretent
too, is unmistakably stamped upon thei
faces, though they have changed thei
CROWDING: THE PAINT TRADE,
foreign characteristics for a rusticity o

American type. Among the moi

off

FULL LINE OF GOLD PENS.

Come and

Hove on band their Spring Stock

Old Stove.

just as represented.

A.T

H. WAISH’8.
G.

For your

ui1^8 (!r h«Plr't W*,e7*n Church of Ventura,
to Michael J. GUnper, and recorded in the office
8 R.«,r °' 6eed*
the County of Ottawa.

SPECTACLES

von. s cEjrrrs.

Stove

£

one o'clock in the afternoon of that day at the
front door of the Court House in the City of Grand
Haven, Ottawa County. Michigan,that being the
place of holding the Circuit Court of said Ottawa
I also keep on band a large assortment of County,Michigan. The laud and premises to be
sold are described in said mortgageas follows, towit: All that certain piece or parcel of land situated in the Township of Holland, in the County
of Ottawa and State of Michigan, and described as
follows,to-wit ; One-half acre of land bounded as
and a
follows, to-wit: Commenciag on the quarter
line. ^ rods east of the northwestcorner of the
northwest quarter of southeast quarter of section
four, In Township Five, north of range sixteen
west, thence south ten rods, then east eight rods,
All
then north ten rods, then west eight rods to the
place of beginning;the same being lor a church
to be
site of the Wesleyan Methodist Church of VenI am prepared to do repairitgand en tura, in the Township of Holland,County of Otgraving promptly and in ihe best manner tawa and State of Michigan,and the same being
the site upon which the church edifice has been
erected.
examine
stock.
Dated, Holland, Mich,, July 1, 1886.
trouble to show Goods.
MICHAEL J. CLAPPER.
IsO.

New

19-tf.

ever displayed in this city.

ty. The organ, a handsome instrument, nearly as large as the great or-

the

1886.

0D the 34111 of May. 1886,
.0rts??e#J0^pa^e“'and "bereas

Gold and Silver Watches at Rea- sonahle Prices.
r> I

9,

Mortgage Sale.

1883.

27,

or more, and having handles on
both sides, circulatingthrough the
audience, and filled from time to time
bv small Ganymedes running about in
chip hats and well-starchedpinafores.
Precisely at 2 o’clock the great organ
sends forth its melodioussnmmons,
and the noise of busy voices— the hum
of the veritable honey-bees of Deseret
in their home hive— is hushed. A hymn
is announced (by some brother in a
business coat whom yon will meet in
trade to-morrow, perhaps) and sung by
the choir, for though the tune may be
one of the old familiarones, the audience does not join in the singing.
Ihe music of the Tabernacle has a
great reputation in the West, and it
would hardly be fair to decry it because
it does not come up to a New York
performance.It is conspicuouslygood
for the material at hand and the locali-

Will give you a

HUNTLEY.

Otto Breyman

Siltem

be

addressed effectivelyin a body. At one
door stands a huge cask of cold water,
with several tin cups handy, and nearly
all stop to drink as they come in. Later
yon wul see tin pails holding a quart

Our Prices.

Holland. Mich., June

JAS.

DIAMONDS,

-

BUSMAN

Call and See Us and Learn

near the corner of Tenth street,

Jewelry, Watches,

and

in front, where they can

made and

and Shop on River street,

NOT HAVANA FILLER.

these strangers are always conducted to
seats

forfeit

ise Fifth Awenne,

A. B.

VAN DUREN BROS.,
flffice

This powder never varlee.A marvel of purity,
strength and wholeaomeneM.More economical
than the ordinarykinds, and cannot be sold In
competition with the multitude of low test, short
weight alum or phosphate powders. Sold only In
cans. Royal Bakimq Powdib Co., 106 Wall-st,
New York.
3M8w

$1000

Gents' Shoes.

furnished.

Absolutely Pure.

of which is very good indeed.

the latest tailoring

S

Hand Railing, Sash

Doors, Blinds,

of tissue-paper, the effect

Every Sunday the sacrament is administered, the table loaded with baskets of bread and tankards of water
occupying a dais at the foot of the pulpits. Gradually a number of bishops
take their places behind this table, and
watch the congregationgather, people
coming in through the dozen or more
side doors as though the Tabernacle
was a huge sponge absorbing the population of the Territory. Mingling with
the rest come many strangers, bringing

an especially large and stylishline of

ladles'

Brackets, etc.

Service in the lormon Tabernacle.

THAT

done on short notice.

Catarrh cared, health and sweet breath recnred
cents

by seventeen different doctors for Scrofula
and blood diseases,I was cured by Burdock Blood Bitters.” Write him for proof.

Boots, Shoes,

Planing and Re-sawing

by Shiloh*'# Catarrh Remedy. Price SO
Nual Injector free.

Stout, Wiarton, Got.,
states: “After being ineffectually treated

fin-

ETC. ETC.

Sleepless nights,made miserable bj that terrible
for yon.

Wm.

all

ished and completed.

congh. Shiloh’s Core is the remedy
For sale by Tates & Kane.

flowers

Store two doore west of the

Post Office, where we have added

Capt. Coleman, schooner Weymouth,
plying between Atlantic City and N. Y.,
had been troubled with a cough so that he
was unable to sleep, and was induced to
try Dr. Kinn’s Now Discovery for consumption. It not only gave him instant
relief, but allayed, the extreme soreness
in his breast. His children were similarly
affected and a single dose bad the same
happy effect. Dr. King’s New Discovery
is now the standard remedy in the Coleman householdand on board the schooner.
Free trial bottle of this standard remedy
at Yates & Kane’s Drug Store.

The Rev.

New

to our

't

A Captain’s Fortunate Discovery,

Second-Hand Goods

I will disposeof at the lowest possible
figures.

I

Of every description

am making

ALL KINDS OF OARS

bought and

sold

by

J

kinds neatly executed.

They cannot be beat, and I make anythingin the
hardwood line.

,

a Stock of

DRUGS and MEDICINES
Ai

la

kept In the city, and sell them at prices
to

All

Work Warranted

to
Carriage

suit bedtimes.
t

KREMERS A BANGS.
{Central Drug Store
Holland, Mich., May ?tb, 1886.

and Wagon

Painting

give Satisfaction.
R. N.DE
Hollakd, Mich. , Aug.

25,

MERELL,

1685.

80-ly

Call and See Me before Purchasing Elsewhere.
J. FLIEMAN,

,

Holland, Mich. March

18,

1886.

A. B.

Bosman

